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ÀBSTRÀCT

In general, fisheries management programs in Manito-

ba have been established to ensure that the natural wealth

of commercially exploited fishery resources make the great-

est possible contribution to Manitobans. However, manage-

ment agencies responsible for these resources have tradi-
tionally established programs that attempt to simultaneously

protect fish stocks, maximize employment, increase incomes

to fishermen and promote regional economic development. To

the extent that these objectives are in conflict with each

other, any efforts to make improvements are extremely diffi-
cult and in general frustrate further attempts at rational-
izing the fishery. As a consequence, the fishing industry
in Manitoba is characterized by excess labour and capital,
low incomes to fishermen, high fish processing and marketing

costs and the continual concern that premium fish stocks

will be depleted by overfishing. This situation explains

the serious problems that currently contribute to the poor

economic performance of the Manitoba commercial fishing in-
dustry. In the absence of defined management strategies the

potential wealth of the resource has been dissipated, while

perpetuating significant economic loss to the citizens of

Man i toba .
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:In this study, âttention is focussed on the policy
implications of conflicting management objectives in the

Manitoba commercial fishing industry. À review of the fish-
ing l-iterature is provided which examines the rent dissipa-
tion and excessive resource exploitation that has developed

from the common-property characteristic of fishery resources

under open-access conditions. Àn empirical analysj.s meas-

ures the costs of serving the objective of maximizíng em-

ployment against the objective of increasing incomes to
fishermen and generating the greatest possibre net vaLue of
production. Three commercial fisheries are examined in the

financial analysis. rn accordance with generarly accepted

accounting principles, a model is deveJ-oped to provide the

framework for the analysis. Àn assessment of the financial
costs of serving arternative management objectives would

permit rationare priorization of fisheries management objec-

tives in Manitoba and promote efficient management and uti-
lization of the resource.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTI ON

1 .1 HISTORY OF THE MANITOBÀ COMMERCTAL FTSHING INDUSTRY

1 .1 .1 Backqround

The fishery resources of Manitoba have historically made a

valuabre contribution to the human diet. Indigenous hunter-
gatherers relied substantially on these resources as a basic

f ood source f or themsel-ves and thei r dogs. Neverthel-ess,

Judson (1961) points out that "...9iven the inefficient
methods which were employed... (to harvest f ish)...there vras

some element of truth in the contention of missionaries and

traders that the Indians would starve unless they fished in

the spawning season". Howeverr âs European explorers, fur
traders and settlers established themsel-ves in the region

the introduction of efficient fish harvesting technoLogies

contributed to substantial increases in fish production.

Given increased demands for food, fish provided an important

and readily available staple that aided the growth and ex-

pansion of these eariy settlements.

The expansion of the t
settl-ement of the region during

nificantly to the establishment

ManiLoba. The importance of

ur trade and the increased

the 1800's contributed sig-
of commercial fisheries in

fish as an accessible food

À-.
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source during the establishment of settlements in Manitoba

is noted by Judson (1961) who explains that "good fishinq
became even more essential- to fort l-ocation as the buffalo

supply diminished". Judson (1961 ) further states that while

fishing played an important role in the Selkirk settlement

in 1812, fishing was basically a domestic activity. Àppar-

ently, the first truly commercial fishing venture to make

use of drag seines and gill nets did not begin until 1872 in

the Dauphin River. Although e fishing station was estab-

lished for the purpose of supplying the Winnipeg market with

fresh and salted whitefish, the venture s¡as unsuccessful.

This initial lack of success appears to be attributed to the

inexperience of the fishermen and the smal-l size of the Win-

nipeg market at the time

The immigration of Icelandic colonists to Winnipeg

in 1875 and their settlement in Gimli shortly thereafter,
enabled the first successful commercial fishing venture to
become established. By 1879 a fleet of 129 boats vras com-

mercially fishing Lake Winnipeg and during the 1882-83 fish-
ing season the Lake Winnipeg commercial fishery Ianded

127,000 pounds of mostly whitefish.

In retrospect, these early beginnings are of partic-

ular interest in that a sizeable work force was already op-

erating on the lake. The fact that average production ap-

pears to be low, suggests that fishing v¡as probably a

part-time activity, with most of the production being used
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primarily for locaf consumption. However, with the entrance

of American fishing firms into the industry, US export mar-

kets vrere developed which sharply increased the demand for
fish.

Às commercial- fishing activity increased to meet the

demand for fi.sh, lake-side fishing communities became quick-

Iy established and in retrospect refl-ect the early patterns

of settlement in Manitoba. According to Judson (1961),the

first fishing villages to be established on Lake Winnipeg

arose on the east shore of Lake Winnipeg in the vicinity of

selkirk in 1880. Tn 1885 fishing villages had also been es-

tablished on the east side of Lake Manitoba. By 1890 set-
tl-ements were founded at the narrows on Lake Manitoba and by

Lake Winnipegosis at Red Deer Point. Since then, many lake-
side communities along many lakes have been established, but

the Lake Winnipeg fishery, the Lake Manitoba fishery and the

Lake winnipegosis fishery represent the three rargest and

most productive Iakes in the province.

Àlthough the importance of skilled fishermen in de-

veloping the commercial fishing industry in Manitoba can not

be underestimated, the economic success of the commercial

fishing industry hinged on the United States market for
freshwater fish. For example, in 1B84 fish production was

being exported to the united states in greater quantities
than was sold loca11y and by 1887 over 60eo of the annual

production of 2 million pounds h'as being exported to the

ÆÀ-
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United States. To the extent that the US markets for fresh-

water fish were expanding, this gradually lead to Àmerican

fishing company representatives and their firms gaining con-

trol of the industry. But, as Judson (1961) notes, it was

primarily due to the increased flow of American funds into
Manitoba that enabled rapid development of the Lake Winnipeg

fishery and expansion of the fishing industry in general.

During this period of development in the Manitoba

commercial fishing industry, most fish production exported

to the United States was shipped frozen. However, as mar-

kets for frozen fish declined, Manitoba initiated safes of

fresh fish to the United States. In this regard, Table 1,

provides a perspective of the type and quantities of whitef-
ish (Coreqonus clupèaformis), pickerel (Stizostedion vitreum

vitreum), pike (Esox lucius), and tullibee (Coreqonus arte-
dii) exported to major US markets in 1888

While the US markets played an important role in the

establi.shment of a commerciaL fishing industry in Manitoba,

they were however subject to extreme fluctuations in price.
In attempts to counteract these market forces and maintain

profit margins, collusion between large fish buyers was com-

mon and as a result kept competition to a minimum. Às mar-

ket conditions for fish improved in the early 1900's, rising
prices for fish stimulated additional commercial fishing ac-

tivity which in turn lead to increased export sales of fish
f rom Manitoba. I^7ith the introduction of gas powered boats

-dÊ-
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TABLE 1

United States destination of Manitoba anC Northwest
Territories fish exports in lBBB by type

Dest inat ion Fresh ( lbs ) preserved ( lbs ) Total ( lbs )

Detroit
Buffalo
Chicago
St. Paul
Mi nneapoJ- i s
Omaha
Kansas City
TotaI

264 ,667
408,023
328 ,425
1 68 ,643
59,194
59, .1 

0B
24 ,000

1 ,312,060

363 ,037

1 18,078
7 6 ,950
94,800

652,865

627,704
408,023
446,503
245,593
153,994
59, 1 0B
24 ,000

1 ,964,925

Source: Letter from the United States
Canada, Sessional Papers, VI I , 1 BB9,
(From Juson, T.À. 1961)

Consul as quoted in
p. 222

and new railway construction linking the northern regions of

the province, commercial fishing activity expanded further.

During the 1930's, the effects of the stock market

crash saw the fishing industry in Manitoba contract. In ad-

dition, the transfer of natural resources from the federal
government to the provincial government in 1930 (fhe Natural

Resources Transfer Àct) placed additional emphasis on indus-

try to operate more efficiently and decrease costs under

provincial jurisdiction. These developments and the re-
guirement that fish exported to the US meet the newly estab-

lished US fish inspection regulations I created additional

\
l
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pressures and precipitated a decline in American fish pur-

chases from the Lake gfinnipeg fishery (Judson 1961).

In 1939, deteriorating market conditions and surplus

production resurted in the Government of Manitoba introduc-
ing regulations to limit fishing licences and the number of

gas powered boats on Lake Winnipeg. while these regulations
were intended to control the flow of production and stabi-
Iíze prices, the results were minimal-. That is, fish buyers

banded together and by reorganizing and restructuring their
operations vrere able to retain their bargaining positions in

the trade.

The onset of World War II induced cyclical fluctua-
tions in the stability of the Manitoba commercial fishing
industry. In this regard, the vrar time impacts on the indus-

try are described by Judson (1961 ) who comments that:
although the prosperity of the wartime cycle was
longer and more than usually profitable, in other
respects its characteristics were those of a typi-
ca1 cycIe. Prices and buying costs rose, effort
expanded into more remote areas, product quality
deteriorated and fish companys made Iarge profits.
ÀIso the number of fishermen became too large to
yield good returns to the average licensee, their
expectations became less favourable and numbers
declined somewhat, but dealers continued to make
good profits. Then prices and buying costs feII,
more contraction in effort resulted and low prices
further reduced returns per fisherman. Despite
good expectations and profits throughout most of
the period, expansion in investment on the upswing
of the cycle vras limited Iargely to short-term
capital and minimal plant improvement. Such fea-
tures as those found in this protection cycle were
normally evident in the many fluctuations that
harassed the industry.
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The years folrowing world war II were characterized
by a period of increasing contrors governing the harvest and

processing of fishery resources in Manitoba. since the nel
regurations often required fish deal_ers to upgrade their
fish processing estabrishments, a higher investment by fish
dealers resulted than would normarly have occurred. Faced

with these additional expenses, col-l-usive oligopsony charac-
terized the market structure in the 1950's and earry 1960's.
These pract ices allov¡ed dear-ers to buy f i sh at low pr ices
from fishermen without fear of new competition. In addi-
tion, the prestige of holding a summer ricence and the low

mobirity of most fishermen provided for an adequate supply
of operators at low cost to dearers (Judson 1 961 ) . Àlthough
fishermen atternpted to improve their position by organizing
and establishing fishing co-operatives, in most cases these
attempts vlere only of limited success. Judson (1961) points
out that due to the weLfare aspects present in this scheme
(co-operatives) united states buyers often shied away from
dealing with marketing agencies of this sort.

1.1 .2 Requlation

Given the rapid expansion of the commercial fishing industry
in Manitoba, concern for fish resources was expressed earry.
In this regard, the estabrishment of commercial fishing en-
terprises in Manitoba had pronounced effects on native fish-
eries. with greater demands praced on the native subsis-
tence fisheries to supply themserves and the fur traders

-.
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vrith fish, cries of depletion arose as commercial fishing
enterprises expanded to supply the growing demand of export

markets. The ensuing conflict between the two rival groups

eventual-Ly forced both the natives and fur traders to make

inroads into the more remote fishing regions (Judson 1961).

Ultimately, the concern over depleted resources culminated

with Samuel Wilmot, the Federal Superintendent of Fish Cul-

ture, being appointed to investigate the whitefish fishery.
Based on his concl-usions that gradual depletion of whitefish
stocks were occurring in the heavily fished bays of Lake

Winnipeg, additional regulations vrere imposed to assure con-

tinuance of the industry.

Àlthough Lord Selkirk issued the first regulations

concerning commerciaf fishing, it $¡as apparent that as fish-
ing activity expanded, indepth regulation of the industry
would be required (Judson 1961). In 1874 the Dominion Par-

Iiament extended fisheries regulations to cover the province

of Manitoba. According to Judson (1961), "...the regula-

tions of September 15, 1877 set net size and contained the

usual stipulations about barring channels, using dynamite

dumping refuse and building dams. In addition, in 1881

,

a

very short "close season" (October 20-November -1 ) was estab-

lished for whitefish, with the exception that Indians might

take fish for their own use but not for safe". In this re-
gard, it is interesting to note that whitefish stocks were

the first species to be regulated by harvest quotas. Given

:L-
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the requirement to enforce these regulations, in 1884, the

first commercial fishing inspector was appointed and a com-

mercial fishing Iicencing policy was established.

The growth and expansion of the commercial fishing
industry in Manitoba was not achieved without the benefits

of technological advances. The introduction of nylon nets,

gasoline powered boats and net lifters had profound influ-
ences on the fishery and lead to substantia] increases in

the amount of fish harvested. These changes resulted in ad-

ditional restrictions being placed on the utilization of

fishery resources. Today, regulations are concerned with

resource allocations; control of entry in specif ied f ishing

areas; gear restrictions (mesh size); licencing of fishermen

and controling i11ega1 fishing. In this regard, the author-

ity and jurisdiction to regulate fishery resources is

achieved from both federal and provincial Iegislation.

The Fisheries Act R.S.C. 1970 c. F-14, is the feder-

al statute that specifies the control and management of in-
land and coastal fisheries. Under the Fisheries Àct, the

Manitoba Fishery Regulations (C.n.C., 1978 c.843) have been

enacted to provide the control-s and methods for the manage-

ment and administration of Manitoba's fishery resources.

These regulations control such matters as the timing, length

and scope of fishing seasons; type of fish harvesting gear

that may be used; catch quotas; protection of fish habitat

-3L

and prohibitions concerning i11ega1 fishing. The responsi-
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bility for the administration of these regulations rests

with the Minister of Natural Resources who is authorized to
1) set seasons, methods of capture, quotas or harvest limits
and 2) establish licencing criteria. Amendments to the Reg-

ulations reguires enactments by the Federal Government

through an Order-in-Council. In practice however, Manitoba

suggests Àmendments to the Regulations and they are enacted

by the Federal Government.

While the common-property aspect of commercial fish-
ery resources in Manitoba has provided the rationale for
government to entervene and regulate resource exploitation,
the results unfortunately have been less than satisfactory.
Despite the proliferation of regulations, many problems

stilL remain. WhiIe this situation partly refl-ects the dy-

namic nature of the industry, it is also apparent that for
various reasons, critical management recommendations to deal

with the underlying cause of many of the problems have not

been implemented. As a consequence, excess labour and capi-

ta1, unstable income and employment prospects and overfish-
ing are constant threats that have paralyzed the fishing in-
dustry today.

-Ã--
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1.2 ORGANIZAT]ON OF THE MANTTOBÀ
] NDUSTRY

COMMERCT AL FISHING

The Manitoba commercial fishing industry may be described as

being organized into three l-evels (r'igure 1): 1) the prima-

ry Ieve1, which represents fish harvesting; 2) the secondary

Ieve1, which involves the transportation and processing of

the catch and 3) the tertiary Ieve1, which corresponds to
the marketing of the processed product. In the sections

that fo11ow, section 1.2.1 provides a historical and contem-

porary review åt the primary level of the industry. To the

extent that the secondary and tertiary fevel-s of the indus-

try are vertically integrated, Section 1.2.2 provides a dis-
cussion of the secondary and tertiary Level-s of the indus-

try.

¡+_l



Fig. 1. Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Levels of Organization in the

Manitoba Commercial Fishing lndustry (1980 ) .

L2

3600 FISHERMEN

750 - 1OOO COMMERCIAL FISHING LAKES

13,OOO,OOO KILOGRAMS PRODUCTION

PRIMARY LEVEL

95 DELIVERY POINTS

SECONDARY LEVEL

FRESHWATER FISH MARKETING CORPORATION

PROCESSING AND MARKETING
13,OOO,OOO KILOGRAMS PRODUCTION

TERTIARY LEVEL

UNITED STATES
(66%)

DOMESTIC
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1.2.1 Primarv Level of the Industrv
At the primary or fish harvesting revel of the industry,
government involvement has traditionally been concerned with
the biology of the fisheries resource, the licencing of
fishermen and enforcement of fisheries regurations. Given

the complex array of social and economic difficulties that
confront lhu primary leve1 of the fishing industry today,
government has recently intervened to regulate conditions of
the fishermen as weI1. In this regard, government assis-
tance programs in the form of equipment subsidies, transpor-
tation subsidies and other forms of monetary aid (Appendix

A) have contributed, íf not proronged the economic and so-

cial probJ.ems confronti.ng many commercial fishermen.

Open-access policies governing Manitoba's common-

property fishing resources have contributed to most of the

current problems. under these conditions, an individual or
group of individuals cannot lega1ly excl-ude others from its
exploitation and the resource attracts more rabour and capi-
tal than is necessary to efficiently harvest the resource.
The fact that by 1947 more than 7,200 commercial fishermen

were participating in the commercial fisheries of Manitoba

is ample evidence of the impact of open access fishing pori-
cies. while overfishing and reduced profits were prevalent,
this situation r,¡as further aggravated due to the fact that
most fishermen were emproyed only part-time in the fishery
and relied on part-time jobs and government assistance to

.4.

supplement their incomes. Conseguently, few economic ben-
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efits from fishing were realized by most fishermen and the

industry sras in a constant state of turmoil (Judson 1961).

Of several major studies undertaken of the fishing
industry in Manitoba, the Report of the commission on Tar-
gets for Economic Development (1969 ) observed that
" . . . returns to f i shermen have f requently averaged less than

$1000 annually and have seldom surpassed $1500 (and) it is
estimated that 10e" of the fishermen harvest 4Oeo of the catch

and thus earn $5000-6000 annually. This being the case, the

average income of the rest of the fishermen falls well below

$1000".

Given the economic and social problems caused by low

fishing incomes, studies were initiated to investigate the

fishing industry and make recommendations to improve condi-
tions to f ishermen. To the extent that manpor.rer and capitar
employed in the fishery greatJ-y exceeded the value of the

marketed production it was apparent that there was a need to
balance the productive potential of the fishing fl-eeL with
the productive potential of fishery resources. Bec k f ord
(1966) recommended that in order for benefits to accrue to
commercial fishermen, the number of fishermen engaged in the

fishery wourd have to be radically reduced from 4500 futl
and part time fishermen to about 1400 better equipped fish-
ermen. To the extent that the number of fishermen was de-

clining, in 1969 the TED commission noted that "...the Fish-
eries Branch is presently carrying out a programme of



attrition of fishing licences in
number of licences to 1 ,500". In

MinisLer of Fisheries and Forestry

ilar problems being experienced i
(oube' 1972) that:

i5

an attempt to reduce the

this context, the Federal

(1971) responding to sim-

n coastal fisheries stated

manpovre r

the Gov-

on Fish-

govern-

we have too many fishermen and too much gear chas-
ing too few salmon...in order to trim our fishing
effort back we will have to get rid of the moon-
lighters. Only those commercial fishermen who
earn their Iivelihood principally by fishing wiII
be retained in the salmon fishery. Those who have
fuIl-time jobs in other industries are now being
given twefve months'notice. OnIy "bona fideii
fishermen wilI be allowed to take Atlantic salmon
commercially from 1972 onwards.

97hi1e this declaration pertains to the Àtrantic salmon com-

mercial fisheries, neverthel-ess it has reLevance in view of

the extensive manpov¡er and capitar employed in Manitoba's

three major commercial fishing rakes. This principle has

been acknowl-edged and it appears that some progress is being

made towards this objective given that in 1980/81, there

vrere 3,659 fishermen and in 1981/2, 3767 commerciar fisher-
men engaged in fishing throughout Manitoba (oepartment of

Natural Resources Annual Reports 1980-82).

The intent to achieve more rational use of

and better use of fishery resources, v¡as noted by

ernment of Manitoba, (Federal-provincial Conference

eries Development 1964) which expressed the need for
ment to:

improve and revise its regulatory policy, embark
upon an exchange program of research designed to
increase productivity and develop new technology,
disseminate technical information among fishermen

.'õ::.
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and provide the educational background necessary
to divert ing f i shermen to al-ternat ive employment .
SecondIy, the marketing system must be irnproved
probably by government intervention and the ener-
gies and capital wasted in duplication of services
conserved for more useful pursuits. In a word,
the organization of the assembJ-ing, packing, ex-
porting and sal-es of fish must be rationalized.
Fina1ly the fishermen must be educated in the
technology and the management of their industry,
assisted in improving their productivity and in
some cases, encouraged to seek alternative employ-
ment.

After compJ-eting a series of hearings and investiga-
t ions into the f i shíng industry, the McIvor Commission

(1965) expressed similar concerns that supported the earl-ier
f indings. Citing the problems of income maintenance to

f ishermen, the duplication of 'services

fish processing methods, the lack of

to fishermen, poor

product inspect ion,

market uncertainties and financing difficulties as the basis

of the problems facing the fishery, the Report of the Com-

mission of Inquiry (1965) recommended a complete reorganiza-

tion of the industry. The fundamental objective of this re-

organization being the establishment of a central- marketing

agency for fish, that would function similar to the opera-

tion of the Canadian Wheat Board.

1.2.2 Secondarv and Tertiarv Level of the Industrv

The report of the Commission of Inquiry into Freshwater Fish

Marketing (1965) acknowledged that numerous problems con-

fronted the Manitoba commercial fishing industry. Of sever-

aI major recommendations made to improve the industry, per-

âi-
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haps the most significant concerned the establishment of a

single government owned fish marketing agency for the prai-
r ie provinces. i.lhi le the common-property aspect of commer-

cial fishery resources has provided the traditionar ration-
ale for government intervention, the intrusion of government

into the marketing sector was a new development. Although

vigorously opposed by the fish companies who were forced to
withdraw from the industry, in 1969, agreements signed be-

tween the Government of canada and the provinces of Manito-

ba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, the North West Territories, and

Northwestern ontario established the Freshwater Fish Market-

ing Corporation (f'f'UC) as the sole marketing agency for
freshwater fish in the region (figure 2).

Given current legislation, the Freshwater Fish Mar-

keting Àct (1969) and the complementary Manitoba Fisheries
Act (1970)' authorize the Freshwater Fish Marketing Corpora-

tion to act as the soLe purchasing and marketing agent for
freshwater fish in Manitoba. Conseguently, the marketing

structure of the fishing industry in Manitoba, is that of a

monopsony. That is, there is a single buyer of fish. As a

conseguence other than direct sales to the final consumer,

fishermen market Lheir production through the Freshwater

Fish Marketing Corporation. According to the Freshwater

Fish Marketing Corporation Act, (1969) tne FFMC, a Crov¡n

Corporation has:

the excl-usive right to market and trade in f ish in
interprovincial and export trade and shall- exer-
cise the right either by itself or by its agents
with the object of

,-Ã.
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marketing fish in an orderly manner;
increasing returns to fishermen; and
promoting international markets for,
and increasing interprovinc ial and
export trade in fish.

However, under the provisions of the Fisheries Àct ( 1 970 ) ,

commercial fishermen are entitled to serl their fish direct-
ly to private consumers.

A major outcome of the numerous studies commissioned

to investigate the fishing industry in Manitoba¡ wâs recog-

nition of the financial difficulties facing commercial fish-
ermen. The McIvor commission (1965), recommended that as

part of the reorganization of the industry, a credit fund

was necessary to provide fishermen with a source of long-
term l-ow interest credit for major capital f ishing expendi-
tures such as boats and motors. Based on this recommenda-

tion, in 1970 the provincial government established a credit
fund which was to be administered by the Manitoba Agricur-
tural credit corporation. In addition, to improve the eco-

nomic status of fishermen in the reorganized marketing sys-

tem, provisions were made to provide fishermen throughout

the province with a uniform fish pricing policy. In this
regard, fishermen are offered the same price FoB I^Iinnipeg

for fish of the same species size and grade. However, fish-
ermen do bear the costs of delivering their catch to the

centraL FFMC processing prant in winnipeg. Those fishermen

transporting fish from remote northern locations have their
transportation costs subsidized under the provincial freight
assistance program.

(a
(¡
(c

r.1ä.:.
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The nelr market system also reformed the pricing
policy for fish and the schedule of payments made to fisher-
men. Simply stated, the policy is based on the market price
for fish, from which the FFMC establ-ishes an initial price
or "floor price" several months prior to the beginning of a

fishing season. As a result, ât the start of each season,

fishermen are guaranteed at least that initial price for
those species of fish being purchased. While the nationaf

and international market prices for freshwater fish may

fluctuate during the season, fishermen receive a second or

final payment at the end of the fiscal year if market pro-
jections of prices have increased and profits have been re-

alized. To the extent that government has made a signifi-

cant financial investment in the reorganization of the

industry at the marketing leve1, fishermen have been the in-

tended beneficiaries of the change. However/ the finaqcial

returns from this investment remain to be seen.

The tertiary fevel of the Manitoba commercial fish-

ing industry corresponds to established markets for Manito-

ba's commercial fishery resources. In this regard, markets

commensurate with the productive potential of the resource

have not been developed. That is, despite the mandate of

the FFMC to expand markets the traditional US markets have

not materially been expanded, while efforts to establish

markets overseas have generally proven to be unsuccessful.

Given this situation, of the 17 species of fish commercially

:ri&i:,i
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harvested in Manitoba, only 4
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species are considered to be

of major economic irnportance to the commercial fishing in-
dustry. Although in 1980/81 whitefish (coreqonus clupeafor-
mis) v¡as the most abundantly harvested species, the order in
val-ue to fishermen vras pickerel (Stizostedion vitreum vitre-
um); whitefish; sauger (Stizostedion canadensis); and pike
(Esox lucius). During the 1980/81 fishing season, the com-

bined harvests of these fish totalled 11 t682,633 kilograms,

with in i t ial payments to

ç12,994,300.00.

fishermen amounting to

llhile the harvest of quota fish is considered to be

at a leve1 of maximum sustained yield, markets for non-quota

fish species (NQFs) such as carp (cvprinus carpio); sucker

(Catostomus and Moxostomus spp.); burbot (lota lota); and

freshwater drum (eplodinotus grunniens) are smarl rerative
to stock abundance. In 1980/81, Lhe combined purchases of

non-guota fish species by the Freshwater Fish Marketing Cor-

poration totaled 4,491,294 kilograms, with fishermen receiv-
ing initial payments of $745,550.

Resources Ànnual Report 1 980-1 981 ) .

(Department of Natural-

1 .3 PRoBLEM STÀTEMENT

Fisheries resources have been described as common property

resources. Fish belong to no single individual until
caught. There is, therefore no incentive for one fisherman

to conserve fish stocks because any fish left by one fisher-

À,:
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man may be captured by another.

among fishermen for a share of

to the decline of fish stocks,
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The resuftant competition

the harvest has contributed

excessive investments in
fishing effort and dissipated returns to labour, capital and

the resource. As a resuJ-t, concern has been expressed re-
garding stated management objectives intended to ...maximize

economic returns to the citizens of Manitoba.l

The "tragedy of the commons", as the concept applies

to fisheries resources, has been compounded by conflicting
management objectives. Fisheries management objectives have

variously been described as:

( 1 ) Protecting fish stocks.

(2)

(3)

(4)

Max irni zíng employment

Increasing incomes to fishermen

Promoting regional growth and development

These objectives appear to be totally unexceptional

and are desirable aspirations at first sight. However, when

applied to the management of fisheries resources, conflicts
become apparent, if for example the implications of maximiz-

ing fishermens' incomes and protecting fish stocks in a

fishery which is being exploited to its maximum productive

potential are considered. Increased employment might be

achieved by increases of production and/or dividing the an-

,À_

(Oepartment of Natural Resources Annual- Report 1981-82)
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nual allowable harvest between more fishermen. However, to

the extent that the fisheries resource is being util-ized to

its maximum potential, this objective is in conflict with

the objectives of protecting fish stocks and increasing in-
comes to fishermen.

Maximizing fishermens' incomes might be achieved by

increasing production, by increasing prices to fishermen

and,/or by reducing the number of f ishermen. To the extent

that fisheries production will not clear the market at in-
creased prices, this objective is in conflict with increas-

ing fishermens' incomes and protecting fish stocks.

While the fish stocks in Manitoba are currently be-

ing harvested within allowable limits, in general, the eco-

nomic performance of the commercial fishing industry is not

satisfactory. Excess investments in fishing effort is con-

sidered to exist. Às a result, returns to labor, capital
and the resource have been largely dissipated. In addition,
fisheries managers have expressed concern that excessive

harvesting will reduce the sustainable yieId. This concern

is reinforced by the decline of such formerly productive

fisheries as Lake Winnipegosis and Lake Manitoba. Conflict-
ing objectives related to maximizing employment and protect-
ing fish stocks are considered to have contributed to the

current performance of the inCustry. Failure to resolve

these conflicts will perpetuate the current poor performance

of the industry.

ì.ììÀr:
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1.4 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

From an economic perspective, the primary objective of fish-
eries management should be to generate the greatest possibre

output (vaIue) of fisheries production with the least possi-

ble inputs (costs). This primary objective might have to be

compromised by secondary objectives related to employment

and community stability. Hovrever, it is only by analyzing

objectives on purely economic grounds in the first instance

that it is possible to Assess the costs of serving other ob-

ject ives ( Pearse 197 1 ) .

The purpose of this study is to measure the costs of

serving the objective of maximizíng employment against the

objective of increasing incomes to fishermen and generating

the greatest possible net val-ue of production. This purpose

will- be served by focussing on the foltowing research objec-

t ives

To provide an empirical assessment of the
performance of a selected group of Lake Winnipeg
and Lake Winnipegosis fishermen r corìstrained by
management objectives. Break-even analysis of
cash flows, for different leve1s of production and
a range of prices, will provide the model for as-
sessment.

To provide an economic perspective of the
costs of serving alternative objectives and the
extent to which they are conflicting will be shown
through an empirical- assessment of the performance
of a selected group of Lake Winnipeg and Lake Win-
nipegosis fishermen.

r:JÈ:..'.
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1.5 RESEARCH METHODS

To achieve the stated purpose of the study, the research

methods included: 1) e l-iterature review of commercial-,

fisheries management principles as they relate to fisheries
resources management. 2) À comprehensive retrospective

search of journals, annual reports and technical studies.

3) Collection and col-lation of empirical data related to

production, revenue, and production costs obtained from the

analysis of questionnaire data supplied by the Economic Re-

search Unit of the Freshwater Institute. 4) Development of

a cash flow model to evaluate the viability of fishing en-

terprises under alternative fisheries managernent objectives.

1.6 PRACTICUM OUTLTNE

This practicum is presented in 4 chapters including the

present one which provides the history of development and

rationale for the present investigation. Chapter 2 provides

a review of sel-ected concepts in fisheries literature that
relate to the present study. Chapter 3 presents a full de-

scription of the study findings. Major topics included in
this chapter are a description of the fisheries under study,

the model used for empirical assessment of conflicting man-

agement objectives and a discussion of the implications of

multiple management objectives. Finally in Chapter 4, an

overview, summary, conclusions and recommendations for fu-
ture policy decisions are discussed.

r . ùi&ììa
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Chapter I I

THEORETTCÀL ÀNÀLYS]S AND L]TERÀTURE REVIEW

In the preceding chapter, the problem under study vras de-

fined. The purpose of this chapter is to relate the problem

to the literature for comparative purposes and formulate

conclusions.

2.1 TNTRoDUCTToN

Economists in the field of fisheries resource management are

concerned with the misall-ocation of resources that result
when "too many fishermen chase too few fish". In this re-
gard, a need to rational-ize fish harvesting operations has

been expressed for over a quarter of a cenLury. The central

theme of this need has been to balance Lhe productive poten-

tial of the fishing fleet with the productive potential of

fisheries resources by restricting entry and charging a

price for the opportunity to fish.

:
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reviewing the literature, I woul-d like to provide

perspective of the "tragedy of the commons" as

applies io the management of the fisheries re-
Secondt a review is presented of the traditional
rationale used for the management of fisheries
and the more recent economic rationale for the

jiÈ--
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management of fisheries resources. Third, the requirement

to exercise control- over fishing effort to protect fish
stocks from depletion and the fishing industry from dissi-
pated profits is presented. Fourth, optimism is expressed

that economic rationalization of the industry could resolve

many of the conflicts in fisheries management programs.

2.2 THE F]SHERY: A TRÀGEDY OF THE COMMONS

Biologists have observed that the success of a given species

is related to its ability to adapt to changes in the envi-
ronment. The territorial behaviour expressed by many spec-

ies in the animal kingdom appears to be of adaptive signifi-
cance in their success. Territoriality basically fulf i11s

two functions. First, it ensures that adequate resources

are available for reproductive capacity. Second, it pre-

vents the resource from becoming depÌeted. Borgstrom (1973)

indicated that primitive harvesting and gathering cultures
spaced themselves according to the availability of resourc-

ês, which in effect established territory or property

rights. These observations do not appear to hold true today

where the exploitation of common-property resources are con-

cerned.

À common-property resource may be defined as a re-
source for which no single user has private rights to use or

to prevent others from using. This situation will arise
when the costs of enforcing such rights are greater than the

.,,ãir.i.
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value that such ovrnership might bring. As a result, indi-
vidual resource users are generally in competition with oth-
er users of the resource to get the largest share of the

harvest. Therefore it is irrational for one individual to
restrict revels of harvest because any benefits which might

result wiIl be captured by others.

Fisheries resources represent a prime example of a

common-property resource . Uncontrolled access to harvest

fisheries resources coupled with the rule of capture, forces

fishermen to compete for the available harvest. Às a result
of this competition, there is littre incentive to restrict
fishing effort in the interest of maintaining fish stocks

because any fish that one individuar doesn't harvest may be

harvested by another (Cauvin 197g).

If as Pigou (1952) believes "it is the clear duty of

Government, which is the trustee for unborn generations as

well as for its present citizens, to watch over and if need

be, by legislative enhancement, to defend, the exhaustable

natural resources of the country from rash and reckless

spoilation... ", then it follows that a governments' respon-

sibility is to control fishing effort. However, as a gener-

al observation, the problem of "too many fishermen chasing

too few fish" has been compounded by the failure or inabili-
ty of government to exercise control over the harvest of

fishery resources. The net result of this phenomenon has

been the decline of fish stocks and an increase in the Ia-
bour and capital engaged in harvesting fisheries resources.
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In addressing the problems associated with the

management of common-property fisheries resource, Gordon

( 1954) remarked that "rvealth that is f ree to al-I is val-ued

by none (and)...t¡rat everbody's ploperty is nobody's proper-

ty". Gordon (1954) explains that "common-property natural

resources are free goods of the individual and scarce goods

for society". Gordon (1953) also draws a comparison between

the agricultural and the commercial fishery resources sec-

tors. He noted that while both sectors are renewable re-
sources, the incomes of people engaged in fishing are gener-

aIly much lower. Gordon attributed this condition to the

fact that the individual farmer possesses 1ega1ly sanctioned

control over the land he farms, while the fishermen has

none. One farmer can't cut the other farmers grain a day or

so before he intends to do so...the farmers fields are given

the status of private property, unlike a fishery where fish-
ermen have no control over when another fisherman will set

his nets for the same fish (Gordon 1953). This has given

rise to the type of competition where each fisherman ex-

ploits the resource with no incentive to conserve, with lit-
tl-e concern over his effect on the resource and with negli-
gible concern for his effects on other fishermen.

The competition to exploit common-property resources

has important implications with respect to Lhe amount of la-
bour anC capital engaged in harvesting fish. Uncontrolled

access leads to an over expansion of the fishing capacity,

.-Àii.
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involving a larger fishing fleet and more lake-side handling

facilities than are required to catch and handle the avail-
able harvest. This process of excessive investments has re-
sulted in the decline of fish stocks in many of the worlds

fisheries due to overfishing. Of equal concern, the process

has resulted in the economi.c decl ine of the f ishing industry
as costs of fisheries production rise to equal the value of

production and profits are dissipated. Further, if govern-

ment subsidies are considered in the accounts, it is possi-

ble that the net va1ue of fisheries production for many

fisheries could be negative. These observations are sub-

stantiated by Pearse (1971 ) who noted that "in any fishery
capable of sustaining an economic yieId, competitive free

access to the resource will in the long run, erode any re-
turn in excess of the costs of production. As long as the

gross returns from the resource accrue to fishermen, any net

gain v¡iI1 manifest itself in the form of above-normal prof-
its and shares, which will attract new entry into the fish-
ery. Entry will continue increasing the capacity of the

fleet and raising the aggregate cost of fishing correspond-

ingly with all net gains eIiminated.... These perverse ten-
dencies....arise from the common-property nature of the re-
source base".

The pervasive tendency for excessive

to erode profits and overexploit fish stocks,

scribed as the "tragedy of the fishery" (Cauvi

fishing effort
has been de-

n 1979). Har-

"'""*
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the destination toward

own best interest in awhich all men rush. Each pursues

society that believes in the freedom of the commons. Free-

dom in a commons brings ruin to a11". As a result, common-

property resources have been consistently abandoned in fav-

our of other f orms of ov¡nership that respect thei r val-ue.

I ron icall-y the common-property character i st ics of the f i sh-

ery remain intact. Bishop (1973) expands on the problem by

noting ". . . fisheries are often described as common-property

resources, meaning that a number of fishermen in each fish-
ery share in the exploitation of a common fish stock. This

system of ovrnership means that the production functions of

individual firms may be interrelated in such a way as to
create technological- external- diseconomies and operates un-

der laissez faire, it will utilize more inputs than pareto

efficiency would dictate to be optimal. In other words, the

common-property aspect of fish resources implies an interin-
dustry misalLocation of resources".

A feature of considerable concern in the tragedy of

the fishery has been the overcapitalization of the commer-

cial fishing fleet and industry. In Manitoba the basis for
the overcapitalization of the fishing industry appears to be

a result of "too many fishermen chasing too few fish." In a

review of overcapitalization in the commercial físhing in-
dustry, CIark (1977) comments that overcapitalization con-

stitutes a serious loss to society. For subsistence fisher-

1S
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men, overcapitalization becomes an economic and social trap
where, disinvestment of fishery capital- is usually far more

difficult to achieve than was the original investment. The

effects of overcapitalization have contributed to the de-

cline of commercial fisheries as a result of overfishing.

Probably the most important factor leading to over-

capitalization of commercial fisheries is that the initial
exploitation of the fishery is highly profitable. The over-

capitalization that fol-Lows may occur in several ways. The

most obvious occurs with a significant increase in the num-

ber of boats in the fishing fleet. A more subtle form of ov-

ercapitalization takes place when the fishing power of an

existing fleet is increased. For example, the addition of

larger engines, increased storage capacity, the replacement

of small-er vessels and the addition of electronic equipment

contribute to increased fishing effort. This phenomena has

been referred to as "capital stuffing". Often, this form of

overcapitalization exceeds the original fishing pressure of

a fleet even though the number of boats in the fleet have

been effectively reduced earlier.

In many cases overcapitalization has caused serious

depletion of fish stocks. Apparently the productive Peruvi-

an anchovy fisheries became severely depleted after overca-

pitalization had occurred. There is also evidence that it
is occuring in the herring fishery of British Columbia.2

:¿L,-

2 PersonaL Communication, D Cauvin, December 8, 1 980.
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considering that most fisheries are subject to harvests that
exceed set quotas, fish stocks may become even more rapidly
depleted in an overcapitalized fishery. À review of the ov-

ercapitarization process by clark (1977) indicated that in-
creased capitarization and indebtedness of the industry is
1ikely to occur, when prices for fish are high or are on the

increase. Conversely, when prices decline the marginal op-

erators of boats and fishing capitar are forced to drop out

as a result of the inability to repay borrowed money. How-

ever government subsidization, unCer the guise of fisheries
management may prevent this from happening entirely.

The tragedy of the commons as it applies to the

fisheries resource is dramatized by the inability of govern-

ment to exercise proprietary rights and restrict fishing ef-
fort. It is also apparent by the failure to charge a price
for the right to fish. Cauvin (1980) noted that the many

services provided by government are not public goods in the

sense that they äre "fully and equally consumed by all mem-

bers of the relevant group. In reality, many goods and ser-
vices are of a private good nature which governments choose

to distribute free or at l-ess than cost". While the discus-
sion relates primarily to recreationar fisheries, neverthe-

less it has relevance, in view of the considerable costs in-
curred and paid for by the public in the form of subsidies

and management services that are provided, to the Manitoba

commercial fishing industry. In addition, Cauvin (1979)

. irÃi:,r
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stresses, that it is important to note that the Canadian

taxpayer incurs the tremendous costs of fisheries manage-

ment, the benefits of which accrue to certain segments of

society. Therefore the notion that goods and services are

provided "free" or at less than cost consequently hastens

the dissipation of fishery resources as continual pressure

is placed on fisheries managers to expand the supply of

"free" resources to satisfy the requests of beneficiaries.
As acknowledged by Professor Cauvin (1979) , without a sys-

tem that places a value on services to the commercial fish-
ermen, how can responsible decisions that respect society's
ownership and value of the físhery resource be determined?

Clear1y, this is a tragedy of the fishery.

2.3 B]OLOG]CÀL AND
MÀNÀGEMENT

ECONOMTC RATTONALE IN FI SHERI ES

2.3 .1 Bioloqical Rat ionale

In general, fisheries resources are perceived to be valuable

natural assets that provide enormous benefits to the Canadi-

an economy. However, according to Gordon (1953) "the form

of competition which exists in fisheries for open resources

not only dissipates any net yield that might have been ob-

tained, but goes further and reduces the straight labour in-
come of fishermen below that of other occupations. The im-

mobility of fishermen, their attachment to their IocaI

communities and to their occupations, prevents an equilibri-
um of labour income from being established with that of oth-
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er industries, and the resuft is that even in fisheries
where the resource is rich, the fishermen are poor".

Until- very recently the prime consideration of the

commercial fishing industry has been to harvest the resource

to the maximum sustainable yield (¡'tSy) . That is, to limit
the catch from any one stock each year so that a good yield
of fish is ensured the following season. Specificalty, MSy

refers to the largest annual catch (either in terms of

weight or numbers of fish caught) of fish that can be sus-

tained without harming the reproductive ability of the stock
(Roede1 1975). MSY is based primarily on the natural mor-

tality of the fish, físhing mortality, recruitment and

growth estimates of fish populations. Larkin (1979) re-
viewed the contributions of various researchers to the con-

cept of MSY commenting that the ten years following Wor1d

War II vrere the golden age for the concept of maximum sus-

tained yield. However MSY appears to have severaÌ limita-
tions and perhaps is no longer justifiable as the basis for
fisheries management. To quote Christie (1978) "...there
are few freshwater fish stocks from which a maximum sustai-
nable yieLd can be unequivocally specified. Gene ra I Iy
speaking, the extreme reproductive variability and stock

heterogeneity of these fish make them unsuitable candidates

for the application of yield estimation model-s like those of

Schaefer ( 1 954 ) ". In addition, obtaining accurate estimates

of MSY is complicated since 1) The fish cannot be seen and
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counted but only estimated; 2) Some species lay a great

many eggs, some only a few; 3) Some species are migratory;
4) The interrelation of the species to the whole eco-system

in which it lives, feeds and is fed on is a complicated and

largely unstudied situation; 5) Unexplainable fluctuations
in populations; 6) fhe change in species composition that
may resul-t with over fishing (larkin 1979). Àlthough, some

models such as Ryder's (1965) morphoedaphic index (ueI) and

methods which estimate the non-quota fish potential of lakes

(Fernet 1975) appear to be adequate to estimate sustained

yield, they nevertheless fail to ensure a sustained species

bal-ance in the harvest.

Invariably, biologists have advocated a general pol-
icy of fishing at level-s below MSY to avoid the risk of ov-

erf ishing. MSY is therefore acceptable as a preliminary
guide for the management of a commercial fishery but once

the level of MSY is attained it should be expected that the

Ievet will probably not be sustained (and)...there is little
prospect of achieving MSY either for one species or for any

number of species in the aggregate and from a biotogical
stance, MSY is insufficient to be the sole basis for a man-

agement strategy of a commercial fishery (larkin 1979).

This is emphasized by Murphy (in Gulland 1977 ) who states

that "...the problem of avoiding overfishing by the classi-
cal approaches of maximizing the yield per recruit and max-

imizing the numbers of surplus recruits may be insuffi-

'".,-,'., "".."".-
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cient". Àccordingly, establishing population and potential
harvest estimates require evaluating life history parame-

ters, attention to competition interactions as well as moni-

toring possible al-terations of the gene pool of fish stocks

subject to commercial exploitation.

Government agencies have responded to the ecological
limitations of MSY by adopting the concept of optimum sus-

tainable yield (OSy), which emphasizes biological, economic

and environmental- criteria in f i-sheries management. Roedel

(1975) defined the concept of OSY to mean "a deliberate
melding of biological, economic, social, and political val-
ues designed to produce the maximum benefit to society from

stocks that are sought for human use, taking into account

the effect of harvesting on dependent or associated spec-

ies". While this concept has recognized the broader con-

cerns of fisheries management and optimum resource usef nev-

erthel-ess OSY has shown to be only slightly more useful than

the MSY concept. Consequently, a general consensus of fish-
eries managers appears to be that OSY is an eclectic ideolo-
gy, being all things to all people. "A recipe for achieving

heaven or hell, and what is achieved will depend on how the

definition is variously interpreted" (Larkin 1979).

In recent years, the term fisheries management has

been increasingly used to express more than simply conserva-

tion of resources such as fish. For example Pearse (1971)

noted that "...if the term conservation were used broadly

M
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a concern for avoiding v¡asteful use of

labour and capital, es well as of natural resources, it
would dictate preciseJ-y the regime advocated by eccnomists".

Therefore economic theory may have considerable application
to resource management problems. In this regard, Gulland

and Robertson (1973) note that "...the objectives of fishery
management are essentially economic, and the effects of man-

agement action have repercussions on important economic mag-

nitudes such as employment, income and the wel-fare of the

fishing communities generally". 1n fact, êconomists have

shown that by applying the laws of economics, the rate of

fish harvesting could be controlled long before a fishery
becomes impoverished. I n thi s context , Mackenz ie ( 1 973 )

notes that a fundamental need in fisheries research is the

development of model-s that take in to account both the biol-
ogy and the economics of the fishery in an effort to opti-
mize use of the resource for the benefit of the fishing in-
dustry, the consumer and the resource itself . However,

according to Clark (1977 ) the theoretical framework of fish-
ery economics is inadequately developed and based on models

unsuitable for most economic management concerns of the

fishery. Nevertheless, economic principles have introduced

a nevr dimension to fisheries management providing an addi-

tionaL parameter for more objective fisheries management de-

cisions.
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)2) Economic Rationale

Economists working in fisheries management, have ar-

gued that traditional measures to protect fish stocks, in-
cluding closed areas, closed seasons, aggregate and not-

transferable quotas, and gear restrictions have constrained

the economic performance of the commercial fishing industry.
In this sense, they have hypothesizes that a necessary con-

dition for an economically healthy fishing industry, one

which can compete on international markets in the absence of

subsidy programs, is to control fishing effort at a level
which wil permit "adequate" returns to all factors of pro-

duction - l-abor, capital and the resource.

While many fisheries in Canada are regulated by some

form of entry control, there is a concern that control-s have

been implemented only after excess fishing effort existed.

Às a result, the gross vafue of fisheries resources has been

distributed over so many fishing enterprises that all fac-

tors of production are not receiving "adeguate" returns.

Vlhile this situations may serve the objective of maximizing

employment it has not served the objective of increasing in-
comes to fishermen. Further, it has not served the primary

economic objective of providing adequate returns to all fac-

tors of production.

Gordon (1953) advanced the proposition that the ob-

ject of fisheries management policy should be to achieve an

'rì:::
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intensity of expJ-oitation based on an economic optimum de-

gree of fishing. Stated simply, thi-s requires balancing the

size of the fishing fleet with the productive potential of

the resource. This proposition is supported by Bell (1977)

who states ". . . the purpose of management should be to pro-
mote the highest efficiency in the use of vessels and fish-
ermen as is our purpose in every other sector of our econo-

fly". Despite the fact that this concept has been discussed

for over thirty years, the economic status of many commer-

cial fisheries seems indicative of mismanagement. That is,
we find an industry that is characterized by production

costs that are excessive relative to the vaLue of produc-

tion. Further, the potential economic value of the resource

to society, a "resource rent" is essentially foregone.

The reasons for rejecting an economic perspective of

resource management appear to center on the presumption that
an economic optimum is not egual to a social optimum. As

such, it may be preferable to have an economically ineffi-
cient fishery if the effects of organizing the fishery arong

economic lines are socially undesirable. Ànd, this may be a

rationar decision as long as we know what we are doing and

what is being foregone. If we can estimate the degree of

departure from the optimum, the costs of that departure, and

other relevant facts, v¡e can stirl make a rationar decision
(cordon 1953).
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Based on the current requirement to subsidize the

industry and the apparent economic inefficiencies r¡ithin the

industry, perhaps traditional management decisions have not

been socially desirable. Certainly, they have not been to-

tally successful. For example, the majority of commercial

fishing regulations in Canada have been imposed pursuant to

the basic objective of protecting fish stocks from a fishing
fleet that is too large for the productive potential of

fisheries resources. Usually, the regulations have been

aimed at limiting fishing effort to prevent a decline in

fish stocks. Unfortunately, it wouÌd appear that they have

not protected the fishing industry, from declining profits.
Essentially, traditional harvest control regulations, in-
volving cLosed seasons, shortened seasons and gear restric-
tions, have constrained the ability of the fishing industry

to adjust to changing costs, prices and technology. Given

the recent escalation in costs of production, it would nor-

mally be expected that the industry would adjust by increas-

ing production and by introducing nevr cost saving technolo-

gy. Unfortunately,

adj ustment s .

many regulat ions constra in these

The impact of fisheries management regulations con-

straining technol-ogical- innovations not only effects the

primary level of the fishing industry (fish harvesting), but

has implications for marketing as we11. Continual pressure

to increase the selling price of fish could conceivably

æ{,1'
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pl-ace Canada at a competitive disadvantage on international
markets. That is, if the price of Canadian produced fish
increases rel-ative to alternative fish sources or substitute
protein foods, it is possibl-e that the extent of the market

would contract.

The danger of mismanaged fisheries resources not

only leads to declining fish stocks and dissipated profits
in the industry, it can resul-t in foregone rents to the re-

source. À resource rent may be broadly defined as a return

to the resource after all other factors of production ( ie

Iabour and capital engaged in harvesting the resource) have

been paid. The concept of a resource rent is more readily
understood by studying the relationship between a biological
production function and an economic production function.

Figure 3, provides a simplestic model of the rela-
tionship between fish stocks, commercial fishing effort and

annual yield. At a very low level of fishing effort (point

À), annual yield will be small and the stock of fish will be

Iarge (point A'). Individual fish in the stock experiencing

natural- mortality will be replaced by recruitment of new

members to the stock. As fishing effort expands, yield will
increase and fish in the stocks will be reduced. Natural

mortality will gradually be replaced by fishing mortality
and a ner.r balance will be reached between f ish stock abun-

dance and yieId.
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From a biological perspective, the greatest physical

IeveI of harvest woul-d occur when maximum sustained yield
(¡tsY) is reached (point c). At this point, annual yield is
balanced with a fish stock abundance and its ability to sus-

tain itself (point C'). If. fishing expands beyond MSY,

yield will diminish (point E) and fi

duced below an optimal leve1 (point

fish stocks are in danger of collapse.

stocks will be re-

) . At this point,

and above
In the

after all
engaged in

sh

E'

The tendency for fishing effort to expand beyond MSy

and threaten the collapse of fish populations can be ex-

plained by translating the physical yield function into a

vaLue of production function and by superimposing a harvest-
ing cost function (rC) on the model. At a low level of har-
vest (point À), the cost of production (which includes a1-

lowance for profit) is less than the val-ue of production and

an economic rent is generated.3 This creates incentives for
existing fishermen to expand operations and for new fisher-
men to enter the fishery.

If a single person had proprietary rights to manage

the fishery, fishing effort would be expanded as long as the

additional (marginal) revenue that was generated exceeded

the additional (marginal) cost of expanding the fishing ef-
fort. Thus, the fishing effort would expand to a point be-

3 (Economic rent: super profits profits over
those required to encourage or discourage exit.
sense they represent the value of the resource
other factors of production (labour and capital
fishing) have been paid.)

&- *
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low MSY (point B). At this point rents would be maximized

and labour, capital- and the resource r¡ould receive a return.
In addition, f ish stocks would be maintained at a l-evel

(point B') with a fair degree of buffering capacity.

Unfortunately, individual fishermen, in competition

with each other for a share in the annual harvest, do not

behave as a single proprietor. That is, individual fisher-
men in expanding their fishing effort or in entering a fish-
ery do not perceive the marginal costs as it pertains to the

aggregate fishing industry. Rather, each fisherman per-

ceives only his expectations for the total val-ue of his pro-

duction and the total costs he would incur in achieving that
production. No consideration is given to the fact that
yield and thus marginal revenue declines as fishing effort
expands or that marginal costs increase as nevr fishermen en-

ter the fishery and existing fishermen expand operations.

The result of this myopic vision is the expansion of fishing
effort to the point where total costs equal total revenues

(point D). At this point, rents will be dissipated and fish
stocks eventually decimated. Further, if government subsi-

dizes the industry, fishing effort could expand to the point

where fish stocks are on the verge of collapse (points E and

E'). The final- resuli of this sequence is to reduce the

value of fisheries in commercial production to zero or even

less negat ive.
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Follov¡ing this line of reesoning, Copes (j972)

states that "...if at any given lever of fishíng effort the

rescurce should yierd a rent to the marginar operator, addi-
tional factor inputs of labour and capi.tal wirr be attracted
that wilr depress the catch per unit of effort and lower re-
turns to arl operators. This process will continue until
the revenue per unit of fishing effort is reduced to the

level of its marginal opportunity cost. Thus the rent at-
tributable to the resource, that formerry accounted for the

excess of revenue over marginar opportunity cost, is elimi-
nated". Given that the commercial fishing industry of Mani-

toba is representative of this pattern, this then,

tragedy of the fishery.
is the

The soLution to this problem of too many fishermen

chasing too few fish which has been hypothesized for over

thirty years, is to contror fishing effort at that rever

that maximizes the rent (point B) and extract the rent as a
payment for the resourcej. This will result in a level of

fishing effort lower than MSY at which point total revenues

(exclusive of the rent) to the industry wirr equal total
costs (including a "normal" profit. Achieving this objec-

tive requires the control of entry into a fishery and the

introduction of a price system, such as a royalty on landed

va1ue, to contror f ishing effort. vlhile economic efficiency
in the fishing industry seems desirable, recent experience

in introducing control measures in l"lanitoba and the North-
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west Territories has received opposition. The reesons for
this opposition are understandable. They include the per-

ception that such control-s are an infringement on perceived

rights of everyone to fish. They will also include a dis-
trust of further government regulations, and a tax or royal-
ty on fish landings is probably the l-east favoured form of

regulation. Even though control measures may effectively
minimize inefficiencies, they may be difficult to implement

in view of other considerations in the management of commer-

cial fisheries. For example, these considerations may in-
clude discretionary intervention by politicians with respect

to the distribution of fishing licences and services. In

this regard Christie ( 1 978) comments that "the result has

often been short-sighted decisions which favour employment

in the short term by jeopardizing the resource in the long

têrm" .

2.4 COMMERCIAL FTSHERTES MÀNÀGEMENT CONTROLS

Às Gordon ( 1 954 ) has stated, ". . .common-property resources

are free goods of the individual and scarce goods for socie-

ty. Under unregulated private exploitation they yield no

rent. . . ". In view of the problems associated with unregu-

lated private exploitation and the high costs associated

with managing fisheries resources, perhaps the notion that
access to fisheries resource should be free is no Ìonger

justifiable. There appears to be a requirement to review

the management criteria for the commercial fishery. Cer-

*¡d
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appear to be insuffi-
the industry. Perhaps

requirement that fish-
f i sh are feasible con-

The function of access control should be "...to man-

age the fishery in the interests of all the people, to pro-

tect and conserve the stocks, and to remove the anarchy

which previously prevailed in the industry. To remove the

boom and bust situation which...was repeated in a constant

cyc1e..." (Clarke 1975). Concern has been registered that

the symptoms of uncontrolled fishing effort exist in Cana-

das'inland fisheries. In this regard, Cauvin (1980) has

reviewed a number of access control measures for the commer-

cial fishery of Great Sve Lake. These include 1 ) granting a

specified amount of fishing effort (eg. nets set per year)

to fishermen, 2) instituting a tax on fishing effort, 3) in-
stituting a "grandfather" system of non- transferable fi-
cences to existing fishermen, 4) instituting a tax on land-

ings and 5) granting individual transferable quotas to

existing fishermen. The discussion concludes that the iss-
uance of individual transferable quotas appears to be the

best method of controlling access on Great Slave Lake. It
would also appear that this method may have application to

Manitoba lakes such as Lake Winnipeg. Further, this method

appears to be similar to the proposed leasing of fishing

1
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rights that the Government of Manitoba attempted to imple-

ment. In concluding his discussion on Great slave Lake Dr

Cauvin states, "...individuaI transferable quotas appear to
be the best method of generating economic benefits. such

guotas provide a relatively high degree of freedom to indi-
vidual fishermen. Individual fishermen can fish during the

summer anð./or winter seasons. Individual fishermen can se11

or buy quotas so that they may retire or expand their opera-

tions as they choose. New fishermen can enter the fishery
as easily as in any other business... (and) individual
transferabl-e quotas can be expected to increase benefits to
the fishing industry over time. These benefits will accrue

totally to the initial fishermen on Great srave Lake. tf
there is concern about who receives these benefits, license
fees should be established to refLect the size of each quo-
!^ tltd...

The potential benefits from access control to the

fishery has been reviewed by Bishop (1973) who comments that
to many economists and non-economists, the economics of
fishing and access controrled entry into the fishing indus-

try have almost become synonymous. Regardless, in order to
evaruate the potentiar contribution of access controrled en-

try into the commercial fishing industry, there is the re-
quirement to determine how many resources are presently be-

ing misallocated and what the productivity of these

resources would be in alternative employment. If excluded

È._
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fishermen and gear become productivery employed elsewhere,

everlzone benef its. But , i f gear stands idle and excl_uded

fishermen enter unproductive occupations, consumers will
gain very littre and may Lose if fish catches decline. À

study by Huq (in Bishop 1973) of the Maine Lobster Fishing
rndustry implied that limitation of entry could result in an

increased income maintenance burden for society. Further, a

concern vras registered that while excess capital from access

controlled fisheries may in time flow into other sectors,
the same perhaps does not hold for Labour. socio-economic

conditions, empioyment skills job satisfaction and mobility
may inhibit the migration of dispraced labour into regions
with emproyment opportunities. Accordingly Bishop ( 1 973)

suggests that the reason f i shermen are poor i s not

" . . . because the f i shery resources are common-property, for
there is nothing in the theory of common-property resources

to justify such a conclusion but because fishermen are rim-
ited severely by their immobility and not the situations of
tenure...tt.

whi le the observat i ons of Bi shop may be rel-evant in
Lhe short run, failure to control access in the long run can

be expected to perpetuate social and economic problems.

"The problems of the unemployed, immobile and inadaptable

human resources are serious sources of concern. These prob-

lems are particularly acute where remote northern fisher-
ies... are looked upon as a "spring-board" for regional

E*
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growth and development. r am concerned about the finite ca-
pability of fisheries resources to solve these problems"
(cauvin 1979). "The question at issue is fundamental: do we

use the gains of the conservation program to support more

marginal fishing units, or do we provide better incomes to
those actually needed and produce more of other things?"
(crutchfierd 1962). This places the resource manager on the

"horns of a dilemma". That is, even though enormous gains

can be expected from controlling fishing effort, access con-

trol, nevertheless, raises the spectre of fewer employment

opportunities in fish harvesting. rn this regard, there is
a trade off between an economically efficient industry and

the use of fisheries resource to provide more and more em*

ployment, which, in effect may simply disguise unemployment.

Regardress, any attempt to rationalize the fishing industry
must be done over time to minimize sociar dislocation.

Given the proposition that the productive potentiar
of a fishing fleet should be balanced with the production
potential of a fisheries resource, it is conceivable that
fishermen and society as a whole courd gain from controlled
access to fisheries resources. Gains to fishermen would in-
clude increased profits, a greater degree of security in
terms of an annual harvest and, as a resurt, a rational ba-

sis on which to invest in fish harvesting. Gains to society
at large could include the generation of productive employ-

ment I a reduction in transfer payments and perhaps the gen-

-*@
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eration of a resource rent. clarke (197s) explains
". . . f ishing to the maximum economic yierd naturaJ-l_y means

that the present meihod of raising costs of administration
by government...would no longer be acceptable and would have

to be met by those who had the privilege of being the exclu-
s ive users of the common resource . . . " . Thi s would regui re
that fishermen pay for a major input into their industry
the fish.

A price for the right to fish, vrhich courd be levied
as a royalty or as a license fee, wouLd not simply generate
money to offset management costs. A price system wourd also
act as a control on fishing effort. Àccording to pearse

(1971 ) "...a suitable price for licences wourd raise the
private cost of fishing to the point where the fishery is in
equilibrium at a fleet size and level- of effort commensurate

with rent maximization". while fees are bound to be unpopu-

lar measures initially, there are severar reasons why 1i-
cense fees are required in access controlred fisheries. rn
a discussion paper relating to the Great srave commerciar
Fishery cauvin (1980) cites several reasons which probably
are appricable to most inl-and fisheries in canada. He suc-
cinctry states that ". . . ( i ) The issuance of individual
transferable quotas would confer special privileges to the
initial fishermen excl-usive rights to a share in the annuaL

harvest. so to be fair, it would not seem unreasonable that
the fishing industry shourd be expected to pay for the spe-

*Æ
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cial privileges as is the case with other public resources.

ii) Governments spend a considerable amount of money manag-

ing fisheries resources. These expenditures are financed by

public taxation. A payment for the right to fish could

offset management costs. iii) the amount of revenue gener-

ated could be a guide to hov¡ much governments can afford to
invest in the fisheries. iv) The revenue generated also
provides a measure of what fisheries resources in commercial

production are worth. This measure could be used for making

decisions to arlocate fisheries resources between commer-

cial, recreational and domestic uses. v) À payment for the

right to fish would ensure, that fishermen who are granted

quotas free would not capture all of the benefits when a

quota license is sold. vi) À payment for the right to fish
assures that the f ishing industry does not ignore the cost

of a major input into the industry- the fish".

À price for the exclusive right to fish could be

levied as a license fee on annual production. Obviously a

ricense fee should vary in accordance with the volume or

production included in the exclusive rights. In addition
royalties could be levied on the value of production. In

this manner a royarty could be varied in accordance to the

market value of individual species.

As part of the requi

commercial fishing industry

commercial fishing licences

rement for efficiency within the

the ability to freely transfer
is essential (t"teany 1978). In

i
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this way the numerous administrative problems, that would

arise in any system designed to stop the free transfer of

licences would be avoided. À free transfer system managed

by the licencing authority would result in greater efficien-
cy than current methods which can't objectively measure the

eligibility (wives of fishermen) or efficiency of a prospec-

tive entrant into the fishery. These problems are encoun-

tered regularly in the commercial fishing industry of Mani-

toba. CIarke (1975) comments that if licences are freely
transferable, those who buy into the access controlled fish-
ery are 1ikely to be the most efficient operators since they

can pay the highest price. That is, if the value of the Ii-
cense is high, then this reflects the value of the fishery
resource and the potential profits. Àrguments agai.nst the

transfer of l-icences have been based on fears that this will
ultimately lead to the development of company owned fishing
freets eriminating the independent operator. These concerns

are easily dealt with by instituting regulations and re-
strictions on the size of single fishing operations (Meany,

1978)

Preliminary indications suggest that fishermen are

concerned that access control measures and a price system

could create financial distress for those fishermen who are

caught in the middle of the rational-izaLion process. Às a

result, suggestions have been made by fishermen that a con-

ditionaL criteria in pricing the cost to fish, should be the
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development of a "buy back" program to remove the excess

fishing pressure (boats gear and equipment) from the fish-
ery. Such a program v¡as instituted in the British Colurnbia

salmon fishery as a means of reducing overcapacity. It was

successful in terms of reducing the number of vessels. How-

ever, the subseguent reinvestment in fishing effort by the
residual fleet is reported to have resul_ted in more fishing
effort on fewer vessels than existed before the buy back

program. As stated previously, this phenomena has been re-
ferred to as "capital stuff ing". But, with respect to the
ManiLoba commercial fishery, cauvin (1979) remarks that
". . . it is highly unrikery that a government "buy- back" pro-
gram to reduce the size of the freet courd be justified...,,.
No doubt, this refl-ects the tremendous financiar costs of
removing the excess capital from a fishery which coul_d not
finance these costs alone. Às a result, the managers of the
commercial fishery are extremel-y hard pressed to introduce
any real measures of economic rationality into the fishery.
However, this does not imply that what is norr unrikely may

not in time become more likery. The granting of individual
transferable quotas may be a means of escaping from this di-
l-emma.



2.5 coNcLUSIoN

The conundrum posed in managing the commercial fishery re-
sources of Manitoba will not easily be resol-ved. ci.early,
the current system reaves much to be desired. Arthough cau-

vin (1979) rras remarked that in spite of the observation
that many of the problems confronting the commerciar fishing
industry are economical- in nature, "it is highly unlikely
that economic efficiency r^'i11 ever become an integral part
of management..." cauvin's observation is considered to be

excessively pessimistic. considering that excessive capital
and labour are being employed in the fishery today, the
present system has failed to prevent economic waste. In
view of the increasing costs of management programs and ser-
vices to the fishing industry, progress towards economic ef-
ficiency appears inevitabre. unress initiatives are under-

taken to correct the major obstacles to developing

economicarly viable fisheries, the rong run implications for
the industry are grim.

Strategies to control entry and a price system ap-

pear to be the requirement for economic efficiency. while
these management strategies may have to be modified to the

existing socio-economic conditions of a fishery, the rong

run goals should be the same. Developing an efficient in-
dustry would offer prospects of increases in the net in
landed varue of fish harvests, provide a more secure future
for f ishermen, lead to extensive savings on capital and re-
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duce reguratory costs associated with the resource. Àn eco-

nomically viabre f ishery wourd also return a rent to the re-
source Lhat would pay the cost of designated management pro-
grams.

Given the requirement to imprement effective manage-

ment programs for the commercial- fisheries of Manitoba, the

effectiveness of these programs wirl be judged on how well
they succeed in achieving the stated objectives. To the ex-

tent that existing management objectives are in conflict it
wilr not be possibre to satisfy all objectives. However, an

economic assessment of the costs of serving alternative ob-
jectives could provide a sound basis for decision making

purposes.
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Chapter I I I

ANALYSIS AND F]NDTNGS

This chapter is organized into eight sections. Fo1 1ow i ng

the introduction in section 3.i, section 3.2 presents the
analyticar model for evaluating fisheries management objec-
tives using a hypotheticar exampre. rn section 3.3, the ap-
plication of the moder to the three fisheries under study is
described. section 3.4 presents an overview of the Lake

winnipeg fishery while section 3.5 provides an empirical
analysis of the Grand Rapids sub-fishery of Lake winnipeg.
section 3.6 presents a paraller anarysis of the Koostatak
sub-fishery of Lake winnipeg. In section 3.7 an overview of
the Lake winnipegosis fishery is provided with the empirical
analysis of the fishery being presented in Section 3.8

3.1 INTRODUCTTON

A firm's primary business motivation and reason for being in
business is usually to earn a financial profit. This prima-
ry consideration is thought to be applicable to the many

one-man business operations involved with the harvest of
Manitoba's commercial fish stocks. It is also apparent that
there are secondary considerations rerated to a way of tife
that have particurar relevance to those individuals engaged

in commercial f ishing as wel_I.
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basis of the primary consideration that a business venture
will be viable. Failure to earn a profit wirr, in the long
run, result in bankruptcy.

To obtain a perspective of the performance of the
commercial fishing industry, it is of interest to review the
proforma statements of representative fishing enterprises.
Àssuming homogenous inputs of labour and capital and equal

distribution of the annual harvest, an appreciation of the

current and potential viability of the industry might be ob-

tained. A proforma statement is, essentialry, a projection
of anticipated income receipts and expenditures. It can be

broken into two components for analytic purposes: j) an ac-
counting statement, and 2) a cash flow statement.

The accounting

the financial status of

statement presents a "snapshot" of

an enterprise for a given f iscal
it is important to differentiate be-

long tul assessment of viability.
enterprise must cover its variable
costs to stay in business. In the

year. In this regard,

tween a short run and a

In the short run, an

costs and certain fixed
lon-run, however, an

nents if it is to be

viable.

Àn accounting

judgement (one year)

fishing enterprises a

enterprise must cover aI1 cost compo-

capable of reinvesting and remaining

statement represen

of performance.

re generally made

intermediate

nvestment in

number of

ts an

blnce l

for a

& *Æ



the components of the

d

yearsf there is a requirernent to assess the returns on

vestment over time. Àn evaluation of cash flows (net

come, prus interest prus depreciation) provides such an

sessment. By discounting net cash f1ows, it is possible
relate the resultant present vaLues with investments to
termine if it is able to cover all cost components and

tain a return on investment.
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3.2 MODEL FOR EVÀLUATING FISHERTES MANAGEMENT oBJECTIVEs

The moder used to anaryze the performance of fishing enter-
prises and assess the poricy implication of arternative
fisheries management objectives is essentially a capitaJ_

budgeting model (Tabre 2). capital budgeting is one of the
most important financial- tools for choosing between alterna-
tives that are expected to provide returns that extend be-
yond one year. Given the uncertainties of forecasting fu-
ture events, capital budgeting provides a framework for
ordering assumptions and analyzing 1ike1y outcomes.

The model, may be described as a proforma statement
a projection of anticipated income receipts and expendi-

tures disprayed in an accounting (income statement) format.
The moder also incorporates an annual cash frow, the summa-

tion of net income after tax, depreciation and interest
costs on borrowed capital.

In the following sections,
model are explained as follows:



TABLE 2

Proforma Statement for Hypothetical Fishing Enterprise

1982/83 r983/84 1984/85 .l985/86 1e86/87 1s87 /88 I e88/8e I 989/90 Present ValueSk'i ff Operati on
Operation Year
Interest Rate

Producti on
Sales Price
Gross Revenue

1 980/81 1981 /82

15%

2778 2778
$.l.83 $1.83
$5094.85 $s094.85

2778 2778
$1.83 $1.83
$5094.85 $5094.85

2778 2778
$1.83 $1.83
$5094.85 $5094.85

2778 2778 2778
$l .83 $l .83 $l .83
$5094.85 $5094.85 $5094.85

2778
$l .83
$5094.85 $25569.88

Variable Costs
Fuel
Repaì rs
Provi si ons
Hi red Wages
Owners Wages
Transportati on
Supp'lies
Raw Material s

Total Variable Costs

$l 73.02
$0 .00
$329 .65
$0.00
$954.77
$0.00
s246.96
$509 .49

$221 3.89

$1 73.02
$0 .00
$329 "65
$0 .00
$954.77
$0 .00
$246.96
$509 .49

$221 s.89

$l 73.02
$0 .00
$329.65
$0 .00
$954.77
$0 .00
$246.96
$509.49

$221 3.89

$l 73.02
$0.00
$329.65
$0 .00
s954.77
$0.00
$246.96
$509.49

$221 3.89

$l 73.02
$0 .00
$329 .65
$0.00
$e54.77
$0.00
$?46.96
$509.49

$221 3.89

$l 73.02
$0 .00
$329 .65
$0 .00
$954.77
$0.00
$246.96
$509.49

$221 3.89

$l 73.02
$0 .00
$329 .65
$0 .00
$954.77
$0 .00
$246.96
$509 .49

$221 3.89

$l 73.02
$0.00
$329.65
$0 .00
$954.77
$0 .00
$246.96
$509.49

$221 3.89

$l 73.02
$0 .00
$329.65
$0 .00
$954.77
$0.00
$246.96
$509 .49

$l 73.02
$0 .00
$329.65
$0.00
$954.77
$0.00
$246.96
$509.49

$868 .34
$0 .00
$l 645.45
$0 .00
$4791 .79
$0.00
$1239.42
$2556 .99

$22r 3.89 $221 3.89 $l I I I 0.99

Gross Profi t $2880 .97 $2880 .97 $2880 .97 $2880 .97 $2880 . 97 $2880 .97 $2880 .97 $2880 .97 $2880 .97 $2880 .97 $1 4458 .90

Fixed Costs
Licence
Taxes
Rent
Overhaul

Total Fixed Costs

$60.00 $60.00 $60.00 $60.00 $60.00 $60.00 $60.00 $60.00 $60.00 $60.00 $301 ..l3
$0 .00
$0.00
$sso.ge $s36.98 $s36.e8 $536.e8 $536.98 $s36.98 $536.e8 $536.98 $536.98 $536.e8 $2694.e7

$596.98 $596.98 $596.98 $596.98 $596.98 $596.98 $596.98 $596.98 $596.98 $596.98 $2995.09

Denreciarion $1183.50 $943.88 $902.69 $1125.24 $1334.47 $1il8.08 $.l318.85 $1445.66 $1213.60 $1375.12 $11460.80
--r

y!-e¡:l¡!i¡e-ia:¡li-_------tiiee,ii--li¡ie,ii--t!¡:i'ii--eii::,¡i--i:ï,:i---:1iai,:i--ï:i,i¡---t:¡:,14 llels:13--13e3-11---11!ei:3:.--..

rncrease cost, $237.60 $2?4.91 $243.37 $290.00 $344.56 $336.03 $383.1.| $42?-11 $409.91 $447.00 $1528..l1

Net Income Before Taxes $862.89 $11,l5.20 $1137.92 $868.75 $604.95 $829.89 $582.02 $416'22 $660'47 $461 '87 $4.154'84

;;;;-;;;;;------ -i;,;.;;'-lt;ã:ãõ---¡¿¡4riõ---¡?i¡rrt---¡itr-¿4'--iz;,:i1"'114i:¡i---¡rõ4rer---;ìil:it---$;ü:;;---¡iei¡rzi-----

lï!-ï:::::_ilÏ:_:i:::-___- 
i'!1::i TTri: -::::::1 itl::---:i:::ii---Ti?-o-'----':1!-li---lil3:13---lill-ii---liie-il---lill9:li-----

fìeç,h Frow $2060.27 $2005.19 $1999.51 $2066.80 $2132.75 $2076.52 $2138.48 $2179.93 $21 18.87 $2'168.52 $10404.10
v9J¡r I I vrt

;;;;;;;;-------- -G;õ:õ,-ïil:õõ---$ije 
eq qr¡lirõq--qi¡ii:õe--qi;:õõ---;iLeã,ü--iiii';eõ--iqõi ,' $r735 00 $e303'73

pv rnvestmenr $5280: ó0 $el¡. gl $oaa. og $1036. éó brool .zs $286. 37 $775. 16 $645.86 $218.04 $400' 20

Amort rnvesrment $zl¡i.e6 :iãlsi.eo lizlsl .eo $2131 .é6 $zlgl .ao $213ì.86 $2131 .86 $2131 .86 $2131 .86 $2131 .86 $106e9.2e

l,ret cash Frow ($6á:¡éi isião.ozl iilsz.3s) isos.oãi sõ,sg isss.¡+) $6.63 $48.08 ($l2.ee) $36.66 ($275'le)

BE production 2844.28 2913.2278 2g1g.6013 2845.8451 2777.0896 2835.5024 2771.2709 2729-9032 2791-2838 2741.1708 $ì4?34'75
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TÀBLE 2

Proforma statement for Hypothetical Fishing Enterprise

Si{:![ OPERATIOii

0FERÊ:INll YEAR I980/8i I98Ì/8:r Lgzi/93 1983/84 1981/83 l98i/BG trE{,/87 tggT/BE iga¡iec) rrrJc)tlrr t¡ri.jl:,: .iti.IrirÉkË5Í ÍAÎE t5I

lR0IlUCitCN 2?78 T'/?tt 277'd ?778 i|.ie 2./79 i).r.i¿ 2.ì78 ?7.¡8 2-i7p,SALtll P¡tct il.83 t1.È3 il.È3 il..83 il.83 ri.83 r].8i ,1.83 ,1.83 ii.6i
:y::_Ï::ly:__ ________::ïr.tÍ 

$50e1.di r50e1'e5 r5oe4.8s rsce.i.8s ås0e1.e5 r50e1,i5 is0e4.ri rsoe{.8: rsciì.;: r?:r;:.:î

$r7:J.01 t173.0;: ti73.0r ri?'j.c: fÌ7'o.0? $Ì73.0.r 31?3.C: ri73.0: i:?j.û:j r:r:.0: rÈre.-î1¡O.cc ,c,00 r0.c,0 10.00 10.00 3C.00 rc.0c rc.00 ft,0c Í;.ci !i.¡:t;i3'i5.6: ïüti.6i ri:9.65 13:.r.6i J329.65 t339,b5 f311.65 r3:iJ.6: 63î_c,ó-1 ,31!.û--. ËiIr.i,1:-,0.00 ¡0'00 fc.cf t0,0c fc.00 10.00 rc.cc 10.00 Í0.1c rc.ci 5c.001954.'/7 t9'¿t.",'7 {ii|.'i? t1il,?? i9'r1,'Ì? tgil,?? J9i4,7? t9i4.7i 19i1,?.i ç,t:i.,i'i ii:,cr..?ît0'00 t0'00 $0'00 tc,0i' 30,00 t0.00 $0.00 ¡c,0ú $i.c0 sc,0!4 $J.tct216.96 s?46..q6 ç21L.sL $?46.9ú t?46.1() 1146.-qÉ f?16.9rr $:i6.36 1?¿.i:,1r¿ r34ù,?6 ii:i9,.iir5c),49 t509.49 f509.49 1509.49 Í509.{9 ¡509.49 3509.49 t5C9.{9 'itti.41 $:Ci.,ï9 ß:i3;.î?

Ï0IA; riflfiig¡¡¡ ¡¡*3 6??13.49 $?313.89 r??Ì3.89 $22]3.89 t?3i3.e9 92îì3.89 $?213.0tr t3:it.e9 ãiî:3.e9 ç'.J:Ìi.0i rl;iii,ii
iìRCÊ! Plijllî tlg80.9i' riag(,.97 t?Eec.9? r3es0.97 i2BBc.97 r?880,97 13080.92 s3g80.t? lteec.9? r;380,?? iìi,rrr.rí
F IXEt'-t09I5
LICEliii î60.0û $60.00 t60'0c t60.0c $60.c0 t60.00 r60.0c 160.00 s60.c0 $ar.cc i.rùì.ì'IAX|S t0.00
iìi¡iî îC.,j'
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3.2.1 Fish Harvests

Referring to Tabre 2, production amounted to 2778 ki]ograms.
Product ion was correlated wi th f i shing ef fort , which vras

measured in terms of nets fished, days fished and the number

of deliveries to the Freshwater Fish Marketing corporation.
The fact that regression anarysis confirmed a high correla-
tion between production and fishing effort (r2= .g) provided
the rational for establishing cost to production calcula-
t ions.

3 .2 .2 Sales pr ice

The price fishermen receive for their randed catch is the
lake side price established by the FFMC. In general, this
is the market price less processing and marketing costs.
Fishermen receive between 60-65e. of the FFMC price for fish
deliveries made FoB hTinnipeg. As Tabre 2 írlustrates, dur-
ing the 1980/81 open water season, the weighted average rake

side price shown for the hypotheticar fishery is $1.83 per

k i logram.

3.2.3 Variable Costs

By definition, variable costs refer to those expenditures
that vary in proportion with the amount of fishing effort
expended by the enterprise. with the exception of raw ma-

teriars, variabre costs were obtained from cost-earning sur-
veys. costs to production regression equations were calcu-
lated and inserted in the model to estimate variabre costs
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for different production level_s. As Iisted
variable costs correspond to those expenses

fuel, repairs, provisions, hired vrages, owners

portation, supplies and ravr materials. The

variable costs for the hypothetical fishing
52,213.89. In this regard, a brief discussion
able cost is provided for review purposes.

53

in the modeI,

incurred for
wages, trans-
sum total of

enterpr i se vras

of each vari-

Fuel costs refer to expenses incurred in order to
fuel and lubricate boat engines. These expenses-do not in-
clude fuel taxes since fishermen are exempt from this taxa-
tion; Repairs correspond to expenditures which are of an

ongoing nature such as basic maintenance, replacement parts
and annuar tuneups required to keep fishing equipment in
good working condition; provisions, relate to food costs
that are incurred by fishermen when they are required to
take mears av¡ay from home and according to income tax regu-
lations are considered a deductibre business expense; Hired
wages represent the cost of wages paid by the fishing enter-
prise Lo hired employees; owners v¡ages may be estimated as a

before tax business'expense or as a residual payment tc the
owner after arl other costs have been covered. For purposes
of this mode1, owners vrages have initially been imputed as a

before tax business expense based on minimum h,ages for the
time spent preparing for the fishing season, the time spent
fishing and the time spent in post season crean up. subseq-
uently, owners Îrages will be irrusLrated as a residual pay-

#
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ment to the owner after arl other costs have been covered;
Transportation costs corresponds to expenses fishermen incur
while transporting landed production to FFMC assembl_y

points; supplies, rel-ate to the cost of miscerlaneous items
such as rope, knives, and net repair items; Raw materials
cost provides some sensitivity to the l-evels of production
reguired to pay for a major input into the fishing industry
- the fish. A hypotheticar figure of 10e" of gross revenue
represents the royalty on fish harvests.

3.2.4 Fixed Costs

Fixed costs refer to those expenditures which are incurred
after a decision has been made to fish and are considered to
be constant. Fixed costs are independent of the number of
days fished and nets lifted and in the model represent the
licence fees and overhaur expenditures. Licence fees are
based on the current rates for commercial fishing ricences.
overhaul- costs include major expenses such as rebuitding
boats and motors and are considered to be of a major and re-
curring nature. Referring to Table z, total fixed costs of
s586.98 were incurred by the hypotheticar fishing enter-
prise.

3 .2.5 Deprec iat ion

Depreciation is an accounting

the value of an asset over t
The Capital A11or,¡ance Schedule

convention used to write off
ime at zero rate of interest.
of the income tax regulations

*#



pertaining to farmer's and

used to calculate depreciat

fishermen's capital
ion rates.
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assets were
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3.2.6 Interest Rate

Interest costs represent the annual_ cost of borrowed money.

The cost of the interest wirl be based on the amount of out-
standing debt and the prevailing interest rate.

3.2.7 fncome Taxes

Whether the performance of the fishery is measured on an

"after tax" or "before tax" basis is open to debate. De-

spite the apparent implications concerning the assessment of
financial viability, income taxes are an accepted fact and

represent a basic cost to the enterprise. Failure to ac-
count for them, could result in a biased measure of economic
performance. rn the example, income taxes of ç215.72 v¡ere

paid on income generated from fishing.

3.2.8 Cash Flow

The cash flow is carcurated as net income after (before)
taxes plus depreciation plus interest expense. The rational
for adding depreciation to net income forlows from the fact
that depreciation is a non-cash outlay that is avairable to
cover the cost of an asset. Interest expenses are added be-
cause they represent the cost of borrowed money only. Àn

analysis of the cash flow shourd incrude the interest cost
on owner's eguity in addition to debt. The resuLtant cash

Æ
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flow represents the flow of funds available annually to cov-

er the total investment (owners and borrowed) in an enter-
prise and, perhaps, provide a surplus to enhance the owner's

lrage. For an enterprise to be viable the cash flow must be

sufficient to cover total investments. In this regard, the

present value of the cash flow is $10,424.10.

3.2.9 Investment

A ten year schedule of investments in vessel, nets and other

capitar equipment underlies the annual disbursement of funds

recorded as investments. Àdjusting for the salvage value,

the present val-ue of investment totals $9,303.17. This val-
ue may be compared with the present value of the cash flow

to estimate viability.

3 .2.10 Pr'esent Value of I nvestment - Di scount Rate

The present value of the annual investments, recorded to i1-
Iustrate the vaÌue of money, is a function of the discount

rate. Because expenditures may be incurred at a different
time than income receipts (ie investments in a vessel are

made in 1980-81) and revenues are spread out over ten years

and because money has a time value (ie $1000.00 ten years

from now does not equal $1000.00 today), it is necessary to

reduce the cash flows and total investments to a common time

denominator for comparison. This is achieved by calculating
the present value (ie 1980-81) of future revenues and costs

based at an appropriate discount rate. This process is var-
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compounding )
iousJ.y known as di scount ing ( tfre

cash flows to the present date.

Establishing the "appropriate" discount rate in cal_
culating present values is subject to considerable contro-
versy among economists. For private invesLment decisions,
however, it might be argued that the appropriate rate of in-
terest is the rate of return that an investor must receive
in order to be induced to invest in an asset. This will
vary among individuals but no doubt will rikely refl_ect an

individuals personal aspirations, alternative investment op-
portunities, cost of debt, the rate of inflation and risk.
For purposes of illustration, a f ifteen percent interest
rate has been appried in this model. This is likely high in
reference to the real (defrated) bank deposit interest rate.
However, it could be equarly row for the decisions of indi-
vidual entrepreneurs.

3.2.1 1 Amortized Investment

The amortized investment irlustrates the annuar cost of
writing off the total investment in a uniform stream of an-
nual payments. For the hypothetical fishery, this repre-
sents a cost of ç2,131.86. In this regard, it would be de-
sirabre that the annual cash flow equal or exceed the annuaL

amortized investment costs of the enterprise.
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3.2.12 Net Cash Flow

The net cash flow represents the "bottom 1ine" in assessing
the performance of a fishing enterprise. carculated by de-
ducting the annual amortization costs from the annuar cash
flows, the net cash flow represents the funds available af-
ter all costs are covered to aÌlocate to expenditures such
as the enhancement of wages. obviousry, a positive net cash
flow is indicative of the financiar viability of the enter_
prise. rn rel-ation to the performance of the hypothetical
enterprise, the net cash flow was negative for six of the
ten operating years. The present varue of the cash flow is
s275.19.

3.3 APPLICATION OF THE MODEL

capital budgeting is a financial tool for assessing the fea-
sibility of investment in a new or existing enterprise.
capital budgeting arso has application in the public sector
for evaluating the productivity of pubric funds in the pri-
vate sector such as vesser subsidies and infrastructure de_

velopment grants. It has also application for assessing
poricy issues designed for controrled fishing effort and for
measuring the trade-off between employment and income objec-
tives.

To

fisheries
the open

assess the policy implicat
management objectives/ cost

ions of alternative
and revenue data for
the Grand Rapids andwater season were analyzed for

-.d
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Koostatak sub-fisheries of Lake vv'innipeg and arso for the
Lake winnipegosis fishery. The financiar information for
each group of fishermen was based on data obtained from

questionnaire surveys administered to fishermen residing in
the vicinity of their respective fishing grounds. cost of
production data extracted from the survey was subjected to
regression analysis. The strength of a rel-ationship between

variables may be evaluated by the statistic t2, the coeffi-
cient of determination, which varies from 0 to 1.0. The -z
for variabres under study were high ( .g or higher) and sug-
gested a strong relationship. Given strong relationships
between production and operating costs, regression equations
were developed for each f ishing cost and inserted into the
model. costs generated by the model at each revel of pro-
duction provided a estimate of financial viability. rn the
following sections, this capital budgeting model will be

used to measure the degree to which employment and income

objectives are in conflict in the Lake winnipeg Grand Rapids

fishery, the Lake winnipeg Koostatak fishery and the Lake

Winnipegosis fishery.

3.4 OVERVIEhT OF THE LAKE WINNIPEG FISHERY

The Lake winnipeg commercial fishery is the largest and most

productive commercial fishery in Manitoba. pickerel, sauger

and whitefish are the species of primary economic importance

in the fishery and current harvests are considered to be at
the level of maximum sustained yield. For management pur-

#
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poses, the fishery is divided into nine regulatory areas in
the summer season, three regulatory areas in the farl, and

three regulatory areas in the winter season (t"tani-toba Fish-
ery Regulations, 1980). For most areas the open seasons for
pickerel, sauger and whitefish extends from June 1-July 10,

from the day after Labour Day to october 30. A whitefish
season operates from June'1 to Àugust B, in designated fish-
ing regions of the lake.

- For licensing purpose, the Lake Winnipeg fishery is
divided into 12 regionai community divisions. since 197o a

measure of access control has been introduced to the fish-
ery. In 1 981 , 1232 licences $¡ere issued to 696 fishermen
operating on the lake during the summer, falr, winter and

summer whitefish seasons. Às a result, the maximum number

of l- icences a f i sherman can possess i s three l- icences. va-
cated licences are arrocated on the basis of a "points" sys-
tem administered by the Department of Natural Resources,

Fisheries Branch. points are earned on the basis of experi-
ence and dependency. usually the highest "points" horder
who appries for the licence is the successful incumbent,
provided that eligiblity criteria are met. These criteria
require the prospective fisherman to be over j6 years of age

and to live withing 20 miles of the community's lake shore.
However, regardress of the points accumulated by fishermen,
vacancies may be oirectry filred by parents transferring
their ricence to children who meet the above criteria. un-

-d
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til quite recently' Lake winnipeg fishermen holding summer

fali and winter licences had the right to "ro1L over,, un-
filled quota entitrements to a later fishing season in that
year. This adrninistrative poìicy meant that within a fish_
ing year (June 1-March 31 ) fishermen could harvest unfirled
quota limits in a subsequent season and were also entitled
to harvest the next season's quota in any preceding year.
However,

revoked.

effective January 1981 this rater option has been

Although, harvest quotas for pickerel, sauger and
whitefish have been estabrished for each community, in most
cases, the aggregate quota has been divided into equal indi-
viduar quotas according to fishing community preferences.
In 1980, onJ-y the the communities of Grand Rapids, Gurr Bay,
Poplar River, and Black River still retained the competitive
harvest of the summer area quota.

rn the sections that folrow, the economic perform-
ance of two sub-fisheries of the Lake winnipeg regional
fishery are examined. An empirical analysis of the Grand
Rapids fishery provides the initial analysis, forlowed by a

pararrel analysis of the Koostatak fishery. These fisheries
Þ¡ere chosen to illustrate the performance of fishing enter_
prises operating under competitive harvest conditions and a
fishery where fixed quotas are assigned to the licence hold-
er. specifically, the Grand Rapids fishery is controrred by

an aggregate area quota in which fishermen compete for the
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available harvest. During the season, when the aggregate
quota is taken, the fishing season is cLosed. rn compari-
son' the Koostatak fishery is controrled by incividual non_

transferable quotas in which each individual fishermen is
assigned by licence a specified share of the annual harvest.
The season for each fisherman is finished when his individu-
al quota is achieved.

3.5 EMPIR]CÀL ÀNÀLYSIS OF THE GRÀND RAPIDS FISHERY

The Grand Rapids fishery is basically a skiff fishery l_ocat-
ed on the north western tip of Lake winnipeg (rigure 4). rn
1980, the area quota vras compeiitivery harvested by 65 fish-
ermen who marketed combined total of 262,774.6 kilograms
of fish. while this lever of production exceeded the 1980

open water aggregate quota of (106,000 kg) allocated for the
fishery, this production included "roLled over,, (carried
over) quota entitrements and seasonar guota entitrements
that were fished ahead. a Given the weighted average sares
price of $1.83 per kirogram, gross revenues generated range
f rom $.1 ,465.37 to $19 ,260.67 , with f ishermen on the average
earning a gross income of 57,414.59 (fabte 3).

a

S

a (According to the 1gg4 Manitoba commercialtions, the Grand Rapids open water fisherydividual quota entittements. )

f i shing regula-
has adopted in-

d
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Figure 4'- Location of the Lake winnipeg Grand RapidsFishery
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Production and

PRODUCTTON DATA

TABLE 3

Revenue profile for
Fishery 1 980

Summer Grand Rapids

SPECI ES ACTUAL WETGHT (Xg) VALUE ($I

T^7HT TEFI SH
PI CKEREL
SÀUGER
NORTH. PIKE
PERCH
SUCKER

132 ,51 4 .7
82,702.1

1 , 069.9
27 ,596.7

14 .0
18,977 .3

143,305.4-1
315,350.46

1 ,996 .7 9
19,513.39

22.20
1 ,759.36

TOTAL 262,774.6 481 ,947 .59

DTSTRIBUTTON OF GROSS REVENUE

INCOME INTERVAL
($) NUMBER OF CUMULATIVE

FISHERMEN PERCENT
ÏNCOME PER
FÏ SHERMAN

($)

WEIGHT PER
FT SHERMAN

(Lg)

0.00
2000.00
4000.00
6000.00
8000.00
0000.00
2000.00
4000.00
5000.00
8000.00
9'100.00

1999.99
3999.99
5999. 99
7999.99
9999 .99
1 999 .99
3999.99
4999.99
5999.99
9099.99
9999 .99

16.9
29.2
50.7
69.2
70.7
80.0
86.6
90 .7
92.3
96.9

100.0

1 ,465.37
3,900.92
5 ,094 .92
7 ,046 ,23
9,979.79

10,371"27
13,206.63
14 ,213.50
15,213.50
19,025.92
19,260.67

799
2 ,127
2,778
3,842
5 ,441
5,655
7,201
7,750
8,417

10 ,37 4
10,502

1
'1

1

1

1

1

11
I

14
12

1

6
4
3
1

3
2

FINAL _ TOTÀL 6s 7 ,41 4 .59 4 ,043
Source : Freshwatêi- rããE tute Fi sher ieG- eõiãm'iE

:
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.
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3.5.1 summarv Analvsis of Grand Rapids cost-Earninq survev
Tabre 4, presents a summary of the distribution of produc-
tion and the value of production for the 19g0 Grand Rapids

TABLE 4

Performance of Grand Rapids fishing enterprises given
fisherman wages: cash flow residual

HÀRVEST NUMBER
PER OF
FISHERMÀN FTSHERMEN

(Ls)

GROSS
REVENUE

(s)

OWNERS
WAGES

(s)

CASH
FLOW

(s)

AMORTI ZED NET CASH
INVESTMENT FLOW($) (s)

799
2 ,127
2,778
3,842
4 ,043,r
5 ,441
5,655
7,201
7,750
I ,417

10 ,37 4
10,502

1 ,465 .37
3,900.92
5,094.95
7 ,046 .23
7,414.58
9,979.79.10,371.27

13,206.63
4,213.50
5,213.50
9 .025 .92
9,260.67

723.35
878.65
954.77

1 ,079.20
1,102.70
1 t266.19
1 ,291 .21
1 ,472.00
1,536.20
1 ,61 4.20
1 ,842.05
'1 ,858.02

-423 .1 3
1 ,393.47
2,07 7.00
3,060.99
3 ,238 .'02
4,470.04
4,659.63
6,021 .09
6,504.90
7 ,092 .71
8 ,817 .36
8,930.17

2 .131
2,131
2 ,131
2 ,131

-2,554.99
-7 38 .39
-54. B3
929 .05

1,106.19
2,338.21
2,526.90
3,889.25
4,373.07
4,960.99
6,695.53
6,799.33

11
I

t+
12
65

1

6
4
3
1
.)
J

2

2,13
2 ,13
2 ,13
2,13
2 ,13
2,13
2,13
2 ,131

.86

.86

.86

.86

.86

.85

.86

.86

.86

.86

.86

.86
* mean

open water fishery. For each revel of production, owners

vrages and cash flow data obtained from cost-earning survey
and calculated in the capital budgeting moder are presented
to illustrate the performance of the índustry. The net cash
flow is calculated as a residuar after arI other costs, in-
cluding owners vrages have been covered.
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Referring to Table 4, it is apparent that 33 of the
65 fishing enterprises are not generating a sufficient cash
flow to cover the amortized investment costs. That is, the
net cash flow of the 33 enterprises are negative. Further,
the cash flow for 11 of these enterprises is negative sug-
gesting that the fisherman are incurring losses and courd
face bankruptcy. The bal-ance of the 33 enterprises might be

considered as operating in the short run where investments
are regarded as sunk. That is, these enterprises are cove-r-
ing short run (variabre) costs and perhaps contributing mar-
ginarly to long run (fixed costs) or to enhanced or{ners wag-

es. To the extent that performance cannot be improved,
these fishermen might be expected to exit from the fishery
at such time as reinvestment in the enterprise is required.
It is of interest to note that the imputed minimum vrages for
owners do not exceed $2000.00. However, the residual- net
cash flow is availabre to contribute to owners income. The

extent to which the net cash flow contributes to ov¡ners vrag_

es is examined next.

3.5.2 Implicit Waqes to Owners and Emplovment Implications
Table 5 presents essentially the same data. However, ovlners
$¡ages have been calculated as a residual after alr other
costs' including amortized investment costs, have been cov-
ered. Thi s provides a perspect ive of the impr ic i t vrages

available to fishermen. It is apparent that the implicit
wages of 19 fishermen are negative under the restrictive as-
sumption that ovrners nages be cal-curated as a residuar.
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Further, onry 5 fishermen achieved a wage commensurate with
the average income of canadian fishermen ($10,795.00) filing

TÀBLE 5

Performance of Grand Rapids f ishi.ng enterprises given
amortization cost: owners wages residual

HARVEST
PER
FI SHERMAN

(kg )

NUMBER
OF
FI SHERMEN

GROSS
REVENUE

($)

OWNERS
WÀGES

($)

NET CÀSH
FLOW

($)

799
2,127
2,778
3,842
4,043¿,
5 ,441
5,655
7,201
7,750
8,417

10,374r,*
10,502

11
I

14
12
65

1

6
4
3
1

3
2

1 ,465.37
3,900.92
5,094. B5
7 .046.23
7 ,414.59
9,978.79
0,371.27
3 ,206.63
4 ,21 3 .50
5,213.50
9 ,025 .92
9 ,260 .67

-2,056.99
-84.98
881 .63

2,317.95
2,577.64
4,383.93
4 , 660 .31
6,657 .72
7 ,367 .02
B ,228.77

10,757.18
10 ,922.56

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

:k mean
** harvest required

average Canadian
to achieve wage commensurate with
f i shermens' wåges

income tax returns (Revenue Canada , -1 981 ) .

Given the annual allowable harvest, the trade offs
between employment and incomes become apparent. For exam-

ple, given the 1980 harvest level (262,900 kg), it would be

possibre to support 65 fishermen with a mean production of
4 ,043 kg and an average ov¡ners wage of $2 ,578. o0 . simi r-ar-

Iy, it wourd be possible to support zs fishermen with a mean

ì....

-&. Æ
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production of 10,502 kilograms and an average owners wage

s10,922.00. This illustrates the nature of the trade of

between generating employment and increasing incomes.

3.5.3 Price and Employment Implications
To the extent that the annual allowable harvest cannot be

increased and a reduction in the number of fishermen is so-

cially undesireable, it would appear that increased incomes

can be achieved onl1' by an increase in the prices received
by fishermen. As an exampre, Table 6 irrustrates the range

of prices required in order to provide Grand Rapids fisher-
men with incomes equivalent to the average canadian fisher-
mens' income. rt will be noted that two fishermen harvest a

sufficient volume to obtain an income of $1 0,795.00 at the
prevailing price of $1.83 per kirogram. Às production de-
creases, prices must be continually increased to a level_ at
which production woul-d not be expected to clear the market.

Fish harvested in Manitoba must compete on nationar
an internationar markets with simirar species produced in
ontario and with fisheries production on the Àtrantic and

Pacific coasts. rn addition, beef, pork and pourtry repre-
sent alternative protein products. Thus, the price of fish
produced in Manitoba must be competitive to avoid consumer

resistance and lost markets. For example, the price of cod

to fishermen in 1980 and 1981 approximated $0.32 to $0.34
per kilogram compared to a weighted average price to Grand

Rapids fishermen of $1.83 per kilogram.

of

fs

rd
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Price required to cover
Canad i an

TABLÐ 6

total costs including average
fisherman income

HARVEST NUMBER
PER OF
FISHERMAN F]SHERMEN

(kg)

SALES
PRI CE
PER KG

($)

GROSS
REVENUE

(s)

OWNERS
I^TÀGES

($)

NET CÀSH
FLOW

($)

799
2 ,127
2,778
3,842
4 ,04Jx
5 ,441
5,655
7,201
7,75A
8 ,417

10 ,37 4'10,502*'t

11
I

14
12
65
i
6
4
)
J

1

3
2

19 .71
7 .52
5.78
4.29
4.09
3 .14
3 ,04
2 ,47
2 ,32
2 ,17
1 .84
1 . 83

5 ,7 45 .47
5,989.79
6,109.67
6,465.17
6,545.26
7 ,102.31
7,191 .20
7 ,803.09
B ,022 .37
8,288.1 5
9,067.93
9,119.94

10,7 95.00
10,795.00
10 ,7 95. 00
10,795.00
10 ,7 95. 00
10,7 95.00
10,795.00
10,795.00
10 ,7 95.00
10 ,7 95.00
10,795.00
10 ,7 95.00

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

È..:

*
**

mean
harvest requited to achieve average canadian fishermens'
wages

Economic theory explains that as the price of a good

increases, the quantity of the good purchased decreases as

the consumer substitutes for less expensive goods. Thus as

the price of freshwater fish species increased ress wourd be

purchased as consumers substitute freshwater fish for spec-

ies such as cod. The net resul-t of this seguence of events

would be a smaller vol-ume of sales, increased inventories
and, very likeJ-y, reduced total revenues. rn this regard,

an increase in the selling price of Grand Rapids production
would not necessarily serve employment or income objectives.
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3.5.4 Concl-usion

T n '1 980 , the Grand Rapids open wate r fi shery supported 65

commercial f ishing enterprises. Unfortunately, more than

fifty percent of fishing enterprises r{¡ere unabl_e to cover
long run owning and operating costs. Given escarating costs
of production, this figure wirl no doubt increase. while
individual fishing production is competitiveJ-y harvested, it
is apparent that the majority of fishermen have production
leve1s beLow that necessary to cover long run operating
costs.

3.6 EMPTRTCAL ÀNALYSTS OF THE KOOSTATAK FTSHERV

The Koostatak fishery is also a skiff operated fishery 1o-

cated on the west shore of the northern basin of Lake winni-
peg (rigure 5). During the 1980 open water season, 27 fish-
ermen were active in the fishery. operating under a system

of individual non-transferable quota entitlements, each

fishermen in the fishery was entitred to 3,630 kilograms of
pickerer sauger and whitefish (of which not more than 3000

kilograms may be pickerel and sauger) in the summer season

and 3,81c kilograms of pickerel sauger and whitefish in the
fa11 season.

Table 7, presents the production and revenue statis-
tics for the Koostatak fishery of Lake winnipeg. As. shown,

fishing procuction ranges from a row of 597 kilograms to a

high of 8,567 kilograms, with combined production totaring
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TÀBLE 7

Production and Revenue profile for summer Koostatak
1980

PRODUCTION DATA

F i shery

SPECI ES ACTUÀL wEIcHT (kg) VALUE ( S )

WHT TEFT SH
PT CKEREL
SAUGER
NORTH. PIKE
PERCH
CARP
SUCKER

53.9
23,981 .4
22,348.2

5 ,054 .2
11,496.4

4.".¿.'ì
794.3

52.62
73,441.14
32 ,406.24
3,790.56

i7 ,579.66
7 6.64

139.92

TOTÀL 64 ,1 63 .1 127 ,47 6.78

DISTR]BUTION OF GROSS REVENUE

INCOME INTERVÀL
(s)

NUMBER OF
FI SHERMEN

CUMULÀTIVE INCOME PER
PERCENT FISHERMAN

($)

WEIGHT PER
FI SHERMÀN

(kg)

0.00
2000.00
4000.00
6000.00
8000.00

9000.00
1 6000.00

1999.99
- 3999.99

5999.99
- 7999.99

9999.99
10999.99
17999.99

37 .0
s9.0
63.0
74.0
89 " 0
96.0

1 00.0

1,166.19
2,795.25
4, Bg7 .29
7 ,400.46
8 ,97 0 .62
9,756.69

17 ,020.06

587
1,402
2 ,460
3,725
4 ,465
4 ,911
8,567

10
6
1

3
4
2
1

FINÀL TOTAL 27 4,721 .36 2,376

64,163.1 kilograms. Given the weighted average sares price
of $1.98 per kirogramr gross revenue generated ranges from
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$1 ,166.19 to S'17,020.06, with f ishermen on the average earn-

ing a gross income of 54,721.36.

3.6.1 Summary Analvsis of Koostatak Cost-Earninq Survey

Table I presents a summary of the distribution of production

and the vafue of production for the 1980 Koostatak open wa-

TÀBLE 8

Performance of Koostatak fishing enterprises given fisherman
vrages : cash f low res idual

HARVEST NUMBER
PER OF
FTSHERMÀN FTSHERMEN

(kg)

GROSS OWNERS
REVENUE WAGES(s) (s)

AMORTI ZED NET CASH
INVESTMENT FLOW($) ($)

CÀSH
FLOW

(s)

587
1,402
2 ,37 6x
2 ,460
3,725
4 ,465
4,911
8,567

1,166.19
2,785.25
4,721 .36
4,887 .28
7 ,400.46
8,870.62
9,756.68

17 ,020.06

663.25
878.75

.1 ,135.90
1,158..1 0
1,492.31
1 ,687 .91
1 ,805.65
2,771.25

-209.62
789.98

1 ,926 .71
2 ,01 4 .12
2, BBB.08
3 ,337 .51
3,608.38
5 ,921 .04

3,018.93
3,018.83
3,018.83
3,018.83
3,018.83
3,0'18.83
3,018.83
3,018.93

-3,228.45
-2,228. B5
-1 ,092.08
-1 ,040.59

130.75
3'18.68
589.25

2 ,902.24

10
6

27
1

3
4
2
1

* mean

ter f ishery. For each level of production, owners l¡ages and

cash flow data obtained from cost-earning survey and calcu-
lated in the capital budgeting model are presented to illus-
trate the performance of the industry. The net cash flow is
calculated as a residual after all other costs,

ovJners wages have been covered.

...:

including
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As shown in Table 9, it
84

is apparent that 17 of the
27 fishing enterprises are not generating a sufficient cash

flow to cover total costs. Ten of these vessels are gener-

ating negative cash fl-ows, suggesting that the fishermen are
loosing money. The remaining seven might be considered s

operating in the short run. That is, these enterprises are
covering variable costs and contributing marginalJ_y to rong

run cots. To the extent that performance cannot be im-
proved, these fishermen might be expected to exit from the
fishery at such time as reinvestment in the enterprise is
required. Although owners wages for arr revels of produc-

tion do not exceed $3000.00, at higher l-evels of production,
residual cash flow is availabre which may be used to con-
tribute to owners wages. For exampJ-e, the residual net cash

flow generated from production of 8,s67 kilograms is
$2,902.24. The extent to which impricit owners v¡ages are
avairable, after rong run amortized costs are covered is ex-
amined next.

3.6.2 Implicit Waqes to Owners and EmpLovment Implications
Table 9 presents basically the same data as Table g. How-

ever, owners wages have been calculated as a residual after
all other costs, including amortized investment costs, have

been covered. Again this provides a perspective of the im-
pl ic it vrages avai lable to f i shermen.
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TÀBLE 9

Performance of Koostatak fishing enterprises givenamortization cost: owners wages residual

HÀRVEST
PER

NUMBER
OF

GROSS
REVENUE

(s)

OWNERS
WÀGES

(çl
NET CÀSH
FLOW

(s)FISHERMAN FISHERMEN
(kg)

J

tro?
1,402
2 ,37 6x
2 ,460
3,725
4 ,465
4,911
8,567

12,435**

10
6

27
1

3
4
2
1

1 , 166 .19
2,795.25
4,721 .36
4, Bg7 .29
7 ,400.46
8,970.62
9,756.69

17 ,020.06
24,7 03.91

-2,900.01
-1 ,695.09

-244 .1 9
-120.09

1 ,441 .07
2,235.91
2,714.80
6 ,641 .25

10,795.00

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

* mean
** harvest required to achieve average canadian fishermens,

vJa ge s

rt is apparent that the implicit v¡ages of 17 f isher-
men are negative under the restrictive assumption that own_

ers r'¡ages be calcuLated as a residual. Further, it is of
interest to noted that aIr Koostatak fishermen ferr consid-
erably short of the average wage earned by canadian fisher-
men ( $l 0,795. o0 ) . Àrthough licence horders have individual_
non-transferabre quota entitlements of 7,s10 kilograms for
the open water season, 26 out of 27 fishermen did not
achieve this production. rn fact onry 10 out of the 27

fishermen in the fishery are abre to harvest the summer quo-
ta entitlement. Refering to the highest revel of production
(8,567 kg), it will be noted that the fisherman,s impricit
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v¡age was ç6,641 .00.
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To achieve an income consistent with
the average canadian f i shermens t wage, produc*" ion wourd have

to be increased to 12,435 kilograms. Given the total of in-
dividual quotas (200,880 kg), in order to provide fishermen

with the individual quotas totalling 12,43s kilograms, the
number oi fishermen would have to be reduced to 16. This

illustrates the trade off between employrnent and income lev-
el-s.

3.5.3 Price and Emplovment Implications
Table 10 presents the selling prices reguired to provide

fishermen vrages equivalent to the average canadian fisher-

TABLE 1 O

Price required to cover total costs including average
Canadian fisherman income

HÀRVEST NUMBER
PER OF
FISHERMAN FISHERMEN

(kg)

SÀLES
PRI CE
PER KG

($)

GROSS
REVENUE

($)

OWNERS
WÀGES

($)

NET CÀSH
FLOW

(s)

587
1,402
2 ,37 6t
2 ,460
3,725
4 ,465
4,911
8 ,567

12 ,435**

10
6

27
1

)
J

4
2
1

27 .90
11.87
7.14
6.91
4.76
4.11
3.8'1
2.52
.1 .98

'l 6,382.87
16,652.12
16 ,986.17
17 ,01 5. .1 

6
17,793.71
1 I,380.92
18,7 34.69
21,635.33
24,7 03.91

10 ,7 95.00
10,795.00
10 .7 95. 00
10 ,7 95. 00
10 ,7 95.00
10 ,7 95. 00
10,7 95.00
10,7 95.00
10 ,7 95.00

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

* mean
** harvest required to achieve average canadian fishermens'

vJages

-::].
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mans income for each leveL of production.

Once again, given a weighted average price of $1.99
per kilogram, it wourd be necessary to allocate individual
quota of 12,435 kilograms in order to achieve an income con-
sistent with the average vrage for canadian fishermen. Given

the actuar range in production, pEices to fishermen would

have to increase appreciabry. For exampre, based on the
mean production (2,376 kg), the price received by fishermen

would have to be ç7.14 per kilogram. To the extent that
fishermen receive approximately 62>o of the Freshwater Fish
Marketing corporation selling price, the corporations price
would approximate S11.90 per kirogram. considering the com-

petitive nature of the market for fish, it is highry unlike-
ly that any production could be sord at such prices. To

achieve higher incomes, therefore, rarger individual quotas

are required.

3.6.4 Conclusion

The Koostatak fishery of Lake winnipeg operates under a sys-
tem of individual non-transferabre quota entitlements. To

the extent that the individual- quota assignment has not

changed recently and costs of production have escalated, it
is questionable whether current entitlements are sufficient
to generate adequate returns to fishing enterprises. obvi-
ously, the existing quota entitlements are not sufficient to
provide fishermen with wages approximating the canadian av-
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erage fishermens h'age. Notwithstanding the indi
tas, it is of interest to note that only one

achieved a production 1eveI consistent with t
Further, 17 fishermen did not reach a production
ficient to cover total costs. The reasons for
ation are not c1ear.
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vidual quo-

f i sherman

he quotas.

level suf-

thi s situ-

3,7 OVERVIEW OF THE LAKE WINNIPEGOSTS F]SHERY

until the mid 1960's, the Lake winnipegosis commerciar fish-
ery l"as a major producer of pickerel with production in ex-
cess of 450,000 kirograms of pickerer being randed annua1ly.
since then, the l-ake has expe.rienced a drastic reduction in
pickerel stocks, attributed primarily to overfishing. u To

the extent that the species composition has changed to pre-
dominantly sucker, dwarf tutribee, pike and carp, the com-

merc iar value of the catch i s Iow. Thi s decl ine in the val_-

ue of production has had adverse economic repercussions for
the fishermen, the surrounding communities and the industry
as well (lake winnipegosis - Issues and rnformation 1976).

Àlthough some research programs have been initiated to find
ïrays of restoring the fishery, the success of these programs

remains uncertain.

According to the Manitoba Fishery Regurations, the
Lake winnipegosis commercial fishing season operates from

April 1 to March 31 and includes a summer/farl season, a

5(

S

1n
1S

'1 980
was

, Ianded pickerel-
198,974.6 kilograms

production from Lake Winnipego-
.)
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h'inter season and a special spring sucker spawning season.

The summer season (which runs into the fall) opens in the
per iod July '18 to 24 and runs f or g weeks, providing a 55

day season. A max imum of 48 l icences are i ssued and unl_ess

a vacancy has occurred, no new licences are issued. Appli-
cations for new licences are assessed by a 9 member board of
directors of the Lake winnipegosis commercial fishery. open

water fishing regulations on Lake winnipegosis establish in-
dividual non-transferable quotas of 9,0g0 kirograms of pick-
erel or a lake quota of 435,840 kirograms. since pickerel
stocks have generally been depleted, the fishery essentialJ_y
operates as an unrestricted fishery, arlowing fishermen to
catch all that is available in an open season.

3.8 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF THE LÀKE WINNIPEGOSIS FISHERY

In Manitoba, Lake winnipegosis is the third rargest body of
freshwater and the communities along its western shore form
the basis of the Lake winnipegosis fishery (rigure 6). rn
contrast to the majority of commercial fisheries on Lake

winnipeg, a unique aspect of the Lake winnipegosis fishery
is that most commercial fishing enterprises use 40 foot
fishing vessels generalry referred to as Lake winnipegosis
boat s .

During the 1980 open water season, 4g licenced fish-
ermen were engaged in commercial fishing operations and mar_

keted a combined total of 1,123,2s4.7 kirograms of fish pro-
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Figure 6: The Lake lrlinnipegosis commercial Fishery
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duction. Referring to Table 11, individual fishing
production ranged from 6,498 kilograms to 41,185 kilograms,

with the mean production being 23,401 kilograms of fish.
WhiIe mean production is high, 80 percent of Lake Winnipego-

sis landed production consists primarily of non-quota fish
species. for which markets are presently limited Given the

relatively low weighted average sales price of $0.79 per ki-
iogram, gross revenues range from $5,1 52.91 to $34,691 .17 ,

with fishermen earning, on the average a gross income of

$1 8,558.1 5.

In 1980, J.ess than half of the Lake Winnipegosis

quota for pickerel was harvested despite the fact that li-
cenced fishermen have individuar non-transferabre quota en-

titl-ements. Given the decrine in pickerel production over

the past 25 years, it is likeIy that the Lake Winnipegosis

fishery is being harvested at a maximum level of production

for pickerel. I n fact , pickerel harvests are practically

incidental to the major harvest of suckers and other non-

quota fish species.

Sucker production from Lake Winnipegosis is
portant source of income to Lake Winnipegosis fi
While suckers are not regulated by quotas on Lake Wi

sis, commercial landings of suckers depend on the

the market established by the Freshwater Fish Market

poration. In this regard, the sucker production

Corporation agrees to purchase from Lake Winnipegos

an lm-

shermen.

nn ipego-

size of

ing Cor-

that the

is fish-
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Production and Revenue

TABLE 1 1

Prof ile for Sumnner
Fishery 1 980

Lake Winnipegosis

PRODUCT]ON DATÀ

SPEC] ES ACTUÀL WETGHT (Xs) VALUE (S)

PICKEREL 199,974.6 647 ,870.24SAUGER 341 . 0 628 .07NORTH. PIKE 119,347 .3 g4, g 25.25PERCH 91 .3 297.85CARP 1 ,639.4 2g7 .g5SUCKER 774,500.4 137 ,543.93GOLDEYE 715.1 378.00
TOTÀL 1,12 ,254.7 890,791 .42
DISTRTBUTÌON OF' GROSS REVENUE

ÏNCOME INTERVAL
(s)

NUMBER OF
FÏ SHERMEN

CUMULÀTIVE
PERCENT

INCOME PER
FT SHERMAN

(si
l^TEIGHT PER
FI SHERMÀN

(ks)

1000.00
6000.00
2000.00
2500.00
2600.00

12700.00
14000:00
4500.00
6000.00
8000.00
8000.00
9000.00

20000.00
21000.00
22000.00
23000.00
24000.00
28000.00
32000.00
34000.00

5999.99
11999.99
12499,99
12s99.99
12699.99
12999.99
1 4499 .99
14999 .99
16999 .99
18699.99
18999.99
20999.99
20999.99
21999.99
22999.99
23999.99
24999.99
28999.99
32999.99
34999.99

4.1
6.3
8.3

12.5
20.8
22.9
1a )
37.5
41 .7
50.0
52.0
54. 1

58. 3
60.4
62.5
87 .5
89.s
91 .6
97 .9

100.0

5,152.91
11,399.96
12,326.39
12,476.27
12,655.49
12,973.49
14,033.72
14,798.17
16,961 .49
18,7 34.63
18,737 .63
20 ,563.29
20,993.17
20 ,935.99
22 , 652 .05
23 ,47 4 .39
24,912.10
28,323.59
32,659.70
34,691 .17

6 ,4gB
1 4 ,363
15,544
15,733
1 5,959
16,360
17,697
18,661
21,399
23 ,625
23 ,629
25,237
25,931
26,347
26 ,401
2B,565
29 ,602
31,415
35 ,7 17
41,195

2
1

1

2
4
1

5
2
2
4
1

1

2
1

1

12
1

1

3
1

FTNAL TOTAL 48 1 8,559.1 5

-&

Source: Freshwater Institute, Fisheries e¿o;õmG

23 ,401
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ermen is mainly harvested on a competitive basis. Given the
exclusive marketing jurisdiction of the corporation, the ex-
tent of the corporation's success in deveroping markets for
suckers plays a very important part in the financial ac_
counts of Lake winnipegosis fishermen. Àssuming that mar_
kets for suckers can be sustained by the Freshwater Fish
Marketing corporation, owners wages will depend largery on

each fisherman's share of the production that will be

bought.

3.8.1 summarv Anarvsis of Lake winnipeqosis cosL-EarninqSurvev

Table 12 provides a summary of the distribution of produc-
tion and the value of production f or the -l9go Lake winnipe_
gosis open water fishery. For each leve1 of production,
owners v¡ages and cash f10w data obtained from cost_earning
survey and caLculated in the capital budgeting modeL are
presented to illustrate the performance of the industry.
The net cash flow is calcurated as a residuar after arl oth_
er costs, including oh'ners wages have been covered.

rt is apparent that 22 of the 48 fishing enterprises
are not generating a sufficient cost frow to cover the amor_
tized investment costs. once again, these fishermen might
be considered as operating in the short run where invest-
ments are regarded as sunk. rn the short run these enter_
prises are covering short run (variable) costs and perhaps
contributing marginally to long run (f ixed costs) or to en-
hanced o'¡ners wages. To the extent that perf ormance cannot
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TABLE 12

Performance of Lake Winnipegosis
fisherman wages: cash

fishing enterprises given
flow residual

HÀRVEST NUMBER GROSS
PER OF REVENUE
FISHERMEN FISHERMEN ($)

(kg)

OWNERS
WÀGES

(s)

CASH
FLOW

($)

AMORTI ZED NET CÀSH
]NVESTMENT FLOW($) ($)

6 ,498
1 4 ,363
15,544
15,733
1 5,959
1 6 ,360
17,697
18,661
21 ,3Bg
23 ,401t
23 ,625
23 ,629
25,237
25,931
26,347
26 ,401
28 ,565
29 ,602
31 ,415
35 ,7 17
41,185

2
1

1

2
4
1

tr

2
2

48
4
1

1

2
1

1

12
1

1

3
1

5,152.91
11,399.96
i 2 ,326 .39
12 ,47 6 .27
12,655.49
12,97 3.48
14,033.72
14,798.17
16,961 .48
1 8,558.1 5
18 ,7 34 .53
18,737.63
20 ,563.28
20,893.17
20 ,935.99
22 , 652 .05
23 ,47 4 .39
24 ,912.10
28,323.59
32,659.70
34,691 .17

1,123.59
1,312.09
1 ,340.39
1 ,344.92
1,350.33
1 ,359.94
1 ,391 . gg
'1 

, 4.1 5. 0g
1 ,480.46
1 ,528 .68
1 ,534.05
1 ,534.12
1,572.68
1 ,599.32
1 ,599.29
1 ,600.59
1,652.44
1 ,667 .29
1,720.74
1,923.94
1 ,954.89

2,452.14
3,737.85
4 ,169 .52
4,238.99
4,322.05
4 ,466.02
4,919.92
5,280.10
6,100.79
6 ,652.29
6 ,7 42.87
6,815.32
7 ,328.93
7 ,550.32
7 ,693.09
7 ,700.32
8,390.96
8,721 .91
9,300.53
0,673.51
2,418.61

6 ,652.29
6 ,652.29
6 ,652 .29
6 ,652.29
6 ,652.29
6 ,652.29
6 ,652.29
6 ,652.29
6 ,652 "29
6 ,652.29
6 ,652.29
6 ,652.29
6 ,652.29
6,652.29
7 ,683.09
6 ,652.29
6 ,652.29
6 ,652.29
6 ,652.29
6 ,652.29
6 ,652.29

-4,200.15
-2 ,91 4 .44
-2,471 .94
-2,413.23
-2 ,330 .17
-2 ,186 .20
-1 ,7 33.40
-1,422.12

-551 .48
90.65

162.14
163.10
67 6.61
898.10

'1 ,030.96
I ,048.09
1,738.73
2,069.69
2 ,648 .31
4,021 .28
5 ,7 66 .39

* mean

be improved,

the fishery at

is required.

these fishermen might be expected to exit from

such time as reinvestment in the enterprise
Imputed minimum wages for owners

of production is less than $2000.00. In this
low value of production ($0.79/Ug) and the

higher fishing costs associated with operating

at all levels

regard, the

con s i derably

40 foot in-

*ñ
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board Lake winnipegosis boats are factors that contribute to

the low inccmes for ov¡ners. It is noted however, that pro-

duction at or greater than the average generates a residual
net cash flow which may be used to offset ovrners wages. The

extent to which the net cash flow contributes to average

wages will be examined in the next section.

3.8.2 Implicit Waqes to Owners and Emplovment Implications
Although Table 13, presents essentially the same data, own-

ers wages have been calculated as a residual after all other

costs, including amortized investment costs, have been cov-

ered. this provides a perspective of the implicit wages

available to fishermen. under the restrictive assumption

that ov¡ners wages be calculated as a residual, it is appar-

ent that the implicit v¡ages of 18 fishermen are negative.

Given the average Canadian f ishermens income of $1 0,795.00,

it is apparent that aIl Lake Winnipegosis fisherman vrages

are below the national average.

It will be noted that for the highest level of pro-

duction ( 41 , 185 kg ) that the f ishermen's vrages !,¡ere

ç9,643.48. To achieve an income at parity with the average

Canadian income for fishermen, production would have to be

increased to 43,746 kilograms. Based on the total harvested

production of 1,123,254 kilograms, in order to provide fish-
ermen with the individual quotas totalling 43,746 kilograms,

the number of fishermen would have to be reduced to 23.
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TABLE 1 3

Performance of Lake Winnipegosis fishing
amorLízation cost: ov¡ners wages

enterprises given
residual

HARVEST
PER
FÏ SHERMAN

(ks)

NUMBER
OF
FT SHERMEN

GROSS
REVENUE

($)

OWNERS
WAGES

(s)

NET CASH
FLOW

(sl

6 ,4gB
4,363
5,544
5,733

1 5,959
6,360
7,697
8,661

21,399
23,401t
23 ,625
23 ,628
25 ,237
25,931
26,347
26 ,401
28 ,565
29 ,602
31,415
35,717
41,195
43 ,7 46t *

2
1

1

2
4
1

5,152.91
1,389.86
2,326.39
2 ,47 6.27
2 ,655.49
2,97 3.49
4,033.72
4,798.17
6,961 .48

1 8,559.1 5
19,734.63
18,7 37.00
20 ,012.94
20 ,563.28
20,893.17
20 ,935.99
22 ,652.05
23 ,47 4.39
24,912.10
28,323.58
32 ,659 .7 0
34,691 .17

-6,004.34
-2,413.04
-1 , Bg2.1g
-1 ,797 .22
-1 ,695.65
-1 ,51 5. 3g

-91 4 .40
-481 .08
745. 1 5

,649 .55
,750.23
,751 .59

2,474.83
2,786.78
2,973.79
2 ,9gg .05
3 ,966 .7 3
4 ,436 .91
5 ,251 .95
7 ,195 .61
9 ,643 .49

10,7 95.00

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5
2
2

48
4
1

1

2
1

1

12
.1

1

3
1

* mean
*cr harvest required to achieve average canadian fishermens'

vrage s

Once again, this illustrates the

ment and income levels.
trade off between employ-

ì

I

3

Å' ;
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3.8.3 Price and Emplovment Implications
Although increased production of non-quota fish species of-
fers a potential opportunity to improve incomes to fisher-
men, this is subject to the success of the Freshwater Fish
Marketing corporation establishing additional markets.

since comparativery few markets have been established to
date, it is doubtful that production wirl be expanded beyond

current levels. Consequently, thi s wi 11 not resul-t in in-
creased incomes to fishermen. Due to the social problems

associated with reducing the number of fishermen, it would

appear that increased incomes are possible only through an

increase in the prices received by fishermen.

Table 14, illustrates the range of prices required
in order to provide Lake winnipegosis fishermen with an in-
come at parity with the average income of canadian fisher-
men. It is apparent that given a weighted average price of

$0.79 per kilogram, it wourd be necessary to alrocate indi-
vidual quota of 43,745 kil-ograms to achieve an income con-

sistent with the average s¡age of $1 0,795.00. production

less than this ]evel, will require that the selring price be

continually increased. For exampre, based on the mean pro-
duction (23,401 kg), the price required by fishermen wourd

have to be ç1.23 per kilogram. since this price is approxi-
matery 62e" of the Freshwater Fish Marketing corporation
selling price, the corporation price would approximate $3.60
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per kilogram. Given an earlier discussion concerning the
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Price reguired to cover
Canad i an

TÀBLE 14

total costs incJ_uding average
fishermens income

HARVEST
PER
FI SHERMA,N

(i<c)

NUMBER
OF
FT SHERMEN

SÀLES GROSS
PRICE REVENUE
PER KG (SI

($)

NET CÀSH
FLOW

(s)

OWNERS
WÀGES

($)

6 ,4gg
1 4 ,363
15,544
15 ,7 33
1 5, 95g
1 5,360
17,697
19,661
21,399
23,401*
23 ,625
23 ,628
25 ,237
25,931
26 ,347
26 ,401
28,565
29 ,602
31,415
35 ,717
41,185
43 ,7 4Çt, x

3.30
1 .81
1 .69
1 .68
1 .66
1 .62
1 .52
1 .46
1.31
1 .23
1 .22
1 .21
1.15
1 .13
1 .12
1.11
1 .0s
1 .03

.98

.90

.82

.79

2
1

1

2
4
1

5
2
2

48
4
1

1

2
1

1

12
1

1

1
)
J

21 ,466. 53
26,065.47
26,412.15
26,467 .64
26,533.98
26,651 .69
26,044.17
27,327.16
28,127 .97
28,718.61
28,784.36
28,795.24
29,257 .57
29,461 .30
29 ,593 .41
29.599.26
30 ,231 .97
30,539.93
31,071.14
32,334.01
33 ,939 .16
34,691 .17

10 ,7 95.00
10,7 95.00
10,7 95.00
10 ,7 95.00
10 ,7 95. 00
10,7 95.00
10,7 95.00
10,7 95.00
10,7 95.00
10 ,7 95. 00
0,795.00
0,795.00
0,795.00

10 ,7 95.00
10 ,7 95. 00

0 ,795.00
0,795.00
0,795.00
0,795.00
0,795.00
0,795.00

10 ,7 95.00

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

* mean** harvest
vJa ge s

required to achieve average canadian fishermens'

competitive nature of the market for fish, ât this price
production wourd not 1ikely clear the market. Therefore, to
enabre fishermen to earn higher incomes, greater production
is required.
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3.8.4 Conclusion

The commerci.al fishery of Lake winnipegosis operates under a

system of individual non-transferabre pickerel quota enti-
tl-ements issued to a maximum of 48 licenced commercial fish-
ermen. The decrine in pickerel stocks however, has meant

that in practice the majority of individual quotas for pick-
erel- are not filled, leaving the lake quota as an impossible
target of pickerel production. Às a result, when markets

for non-quota fish species such as sucker are available,
fishermen actively compete with each other to maximize their
share of the sucker production that wirl be purchased. To

the extent that sucker harvests represent the major species
production from Lake winnipegosis, the fishery actualry op-

erates on a competitive basis. Given the escal-ating costs
of operating 40 foot Lake winnipegosis boats and the short-
age of premium priced pickerel stocks, it is impossibre for
licence horders to generate satisfactory returns from fish-
ing. Assuming that markets for the current composite spec-

ies production from Lake winnipegosis can be maintained, it
is apparent that the existing harvests are insufficient to
provide fishermen with the average vrage for canadian fisher-
men without reducing the size of the fleet
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Chapter IV

SUMMÀRY, CONCLUSTONS, RECOMMENDATIONS ÀND
CONCLUDING COMMENTS

4.1 OVERVIEW

In spite of public assistance and incentive programs to im-
prove the economic performance of the fishing industry and

the development of the Freshr¿ater Fish Marketing corporation
to improve the marketing of fisheries products, the commer-

cial fishing industry of Manitoba may generarly be charac-
terized as operating on the margin of financial viabirity.
Low incomes to fishermen remain a'serious concern to the in-
dustry and to governments.

À major constraint to improving the economic per-
formance of the fishing industry appears to be an implicit
poricy objective of generating employment benefits through
commercial fishing activity. Given the productive capacity
of Manitoba's rakes, this objective appears to be in con-
flict v¡ith an objective of increasing fishermens incomes.

In this regard, a capita] budgeting moder was developed to
illustrate the trade-offs between serving the objectives of
generating employment and increasing fishermens incomes. To

this end, the model permitted anarysis of the revers of pro-
duction and range of prices required for a fishing enter-
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prise to break-even financially.
the basis for assessing the number of
that a fishery could economically support
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This, in turn r provided

fishing enterprises

. The La ke f^Ii nn i -

short histo-

pegosis fishery and Lake winnipegs' Grand Rapids and Koosta-
tak fisheries were used to empiricalty irrustrate the trade_
offs between the number of fishing enterprises which coul_d

be employed and the resultant incomes to fishermen.

4.2 SUMMARY

Commercial fishing in Manitoba has a relativeJ_y
ry. Beginning soon after Europeans settled in
fish harvesting assumed an economic role in the
of food. In this regard, Manitoba's growth and

h'as closely tied to the establishment of the
f i shing industry.

the region,

production

settl-ement

commerc ial_

Technorogicar innovations, which resurted in the in_
troduction of gas engines, motorized fishing gear and ny].on
gi11 nets revolutionized fish harvesting and substantiarly
increased production. The increased productivity of indi-
viduar fishing enterprises coupled with unrestricted access
to the fishing grounds led to concerns that fish stocks were
being depleted. To control overexploitation, therefore,
regurations, including gear restrictions, closed seasons,
closed areas, aggregate quotas and individual non-transfera-
ble quotas were instituted. While these control measures

may have been relatively successful in protecting fish

-*N
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stocks, they have not been entirely successf ul_ in control-_
rirrg excessive investments in fish harvesting. Further, to
the extent that fisheries resources have been used as a

"spring-board" for regional- growth and development and for
generation of empl0yment, management objectives have con_
tributed to the phenomenon of "too many fishermen chasing
too few fish. " The solution to this problem hypothesized by
economists over the past thirty years, has been discussed
extensively in the Iiterature review.

Despite the extensive literature on the "tragedy of
the commons", as the concepts applies to fisheries, entry
contrors v¡ere not instituted until excess fishing effort had
been permited to develop. Ànd, in an effort to mitigate
this situation, a fundamental restructuring of the marketing
and processing sector of the commercial fishery in 1969 was

considered to be a reguirement to improve the performance of
the industry. This lead to the establishment of the Fresh-
water Fish Marketing Corporation, a federal Crown Corpora-
tion with and excrusive mandate to market fish. This mar-
keting structure prus a number of public assistance
programs, designed to improve the werfare of fishermen, have
undoubtedly provided some benefits to fishermen. However,
the majority of fishermen in 1990 stilr earned incomes berow
the average income earned by canadian fishermen.

E'rom an economic perspective, the solution to this
probrem continues to be to control the number of vessel_s at
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a level that will permit the greatest value of production at
the least possible cost. In this regard the empirical anal-
ysis of the Lake winnipegosis, Grand Rapids and Koostatak

fisheries provides guidance as to the trade-offs betlreen

policy decisions related to income and employment.
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4.3 CONCLUS]ONS

Obviously, the selÌing price that f ishermen receive for
landed production, and the limits praced on the vorume of
allowabre production, contribute to the current conflicts in
income and employment objectives in Manitoba's commercial

fisheries. The ability to forecast the financial viability
of fishing enterprises, at different levels of production
and for a range of prices provides a means of evaluating
conflicting poricy objectives. Based on an empirical analy-
sis of the Lake l.tinnipeg Grand Rapids fishery, the Lake win-
nipeg Koostatak fishery and the Lake winnipegosis fishery,
the objective of maximizing employment in these fisheries is
in conflict with the objective of increasing incomes to
fishermen and generating the greatest possibre net value of
production.

Given limits to the price Lhat the market is pre-
pared to pay for fish and given harvest quota limits it is
apparent that a remedy to improve fishermens' earnings witl
necessitate a fundamentar decision between emproyment and

income objectives. Failure to make adjustments in the size
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of fishing fleets harvesting Manitoba's fisheries wilr rike-
Iy perpetuate conditions associated r¡ith non-economicarly

viable fishing enterprises.

4.3.1 Grand Rapids

In the Grand Rapids fi.shery, individual fishing production
is competitively fished by 65 commercial fishermen and the
majority of fishermen are unabl-e to cover long run operating
costs. Gross incomes range from S1,465.37 Lo 519,260.67,
with fishermen earning an average income of ç7,414.59. Giv-
en the price of fisheries production and the annual alrowa-
ble harvest, it is apparent that an increase in the average

income can be achieved onry by a reduction in the size of
the freet. For example, the fishery has a production poten-
tial to support a freet of 2s or 26 vessels with an average

income to fishermen of $10,79s.00 after all other costs have

been covered.

4.3.2 Koostatak

The Koostatak fishery operates under a system of individual
non-transferable quotas assigned to 27 fishermen ricenced in
the fishery. Gross incomes to fishermen range from

$1,166.19 to $17,020.06, with fisherrnen earning an average

of ç4,721.36. rn this regard, the majority of fishermen are
unabre to cover long run operating expenses. considering
the price at which fisheries production wilr crear the mar-

ket and the fixed annuaL arlowable harvest, it is apparent
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that an increase in the average income of Koostatak fisher_
men can be achieved only by a reduction in the size of the
freet. That is, the fishery has a production potential to
support a fleet of 15 or 16 fishing enterprises, with an av-
erage income to fishermen of $10,795.00, after all other
costs have been covered.

4.3.3 Lake Winnipeqosis

In the Lake Winnipegosis fishery, âIthough individual non_

transferable quotas for pickerer are assigned to qB l_icenced
fishermen, the fishery is essentially competitivery fished
for pickerel and the majority of fishermen are unabLe to
cover 10ng run operating costs. Gross incomes to Lake win-
nipegosis fishermen range from $5,152.91 to s34,691.17, with
fishermen earning an average income of $1 B,5sg.1 5. Due to
the scarcity of pickerel stocks, fishermen are unable to
fill quota entitlements for pickerel. As a consequence,
when markets are availabre, f.ishermen competitively resort
to the harvest of non-quota fish species. Given the price
of fisheries production and the annual allowabre harvest, it
is apparent that an increase in the average income can be

achieved only by a reduction in the size of the fleet. Às-
suming that current markets and species composition can be

maintained the fishery courd support a fleet of 23 or 24

vessels with an average income to f ishermen of $1 0,795. o0

after all other costs have been covered.
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4.4 RECOMMENDÀTIONS

It has been said that profit is t.he cost of ensuring that
business has a future. Thus, investments in harvesti
fisheries resources should generate sufficient profits
cover long run owning and operating costs. Unfortunately,
this situation does not appear to hold for the fi.sheries un-

der study. Given the prices and the production potentials
of the respective fisheries, it is apparent that the size of

the fleets must be reduced if profits are to be made.

The requirement to reduce Lhe size of the fleets to
permit profits to emerge places the fisheries manager on the

"horns of a d.ilemma". On the one hand, such a reduction

could be expected to create unemployment and opposition from

fishermen. On the other hand, failure to rational-ize the

size of the fleets woul-d undoubtedly perpetuate the current
performance of the fishing industry. In this regard, a 1i-
cencing system is required that wilI permit adjustments in

the size of the fleet over time to minimize social disloca-
tion

On the basis of the literature review and the empir-

ical analysis presented in this study, two recommendations

are made:
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Establish a svstem of

guotas for a share of the
fisheries where there is
f i sfrinq et f ort.

individual transf erable
annual harvest on those
a danqer of excessive
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(2)
EsLabIish a royalty system

duction reflectinq the value of
vested.

on f i sher ies pro-
the spec ies har-

4.4.1 Individual Transferable Ouotas

À system of individual transferable quotas presents a man-

agement option to rationalize the size of the fleet and mi-

tigate social dislocation with a minimum of government in-
volvement. Essentialry, individual- non-transferable quotas,

where they currentry exist courd be made transferabre for a

share of the annuar harvest. where individual quotas do not

currently exist, transferable quotas for a share of the an-

nual harvest courd be assigned individual fishermen based on

historic production revels. such a licencing system would

provide fishermen with quasi property rights to a share of

the fisheries resources. rn this regard, individuar fisher-
men could invest in his fishing enterprise in accordance

with the value of his quota volume. Individual fishermen

would be free to adjust the size of his annual harvest by

negotiating the transfer of quotas from other fishermen.

Fishermen could enter into or exist form the fishery as is
done in other businesses. The Lragedy of the commons, as

Lhe concept applies to fisheries resources would be mitigat-
ed. Government could minimize its invol-vement in determin-

ing who is a fisherman and who is eligible to fish. Final-
ly, to the exi-ent that the analysis presented in this study

is correct, it is expected that an adjustment in the size of
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the fleets would take prace in the direction of fewer ves-

sels. Further, the adjustments would take prace over time

which would minimize social dislocation.

4.4.2 Commercial Fishinq price Svstem

The equity of assigning quota property rights to existing
fishermen may be called into question. That is, should ex-
isting fishermen be assigned special benefits to the excru-
sion of other members of society. lt is recognized that new

entrants courd enter the fishery by negotiating the transfer
of quota shares. However, âs the size of the fleet adjusts
and rents (super profits) emerge, these profits may be capi-
talized into the assets of individual enterprises and cap-

tured by the original fishermen as "wind-farr" profits at
the time that a guota is transferred. That is, the originar
fishermen wourd be able to transfer a quota at a price that
would incrude the value of the super profits. Às a resu]-t,
rents woul-d be eroded in much the same manner as that which

occurs in an open access fishery. Further, Manitoba tax
payers' who pay the cost of pubric management, wourd forego

a direct return from the resource" The recommended solution
to this problem would be to charge a royalty on fish har-
vested as is done with such pubric resources as timber and

oir. This wourd be equitabre to fishermen in the sense that
they would pay for the special privileges granted them. At

the same time, by taxing some of the rents avray annually,
the erosion of the rents at the time a quota is transfered
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would be mitigated. Finarry, the l-icencing system would be

equitable to the fisheries resources stock holders, the Man-

itoba taxpayers, who courd receive a direct return from the
resource a Heritage Fund.

4.5 CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The concept of individual transferable quotas has been dis-
cussed, not without a littre apprehension, over the past few

years. Ì n Man i toba, the propo.sar has been presented to com-

mercial fishermen for consideration and their reructance to
fu11y endorse the concept is quite understandable. The

fishing industry has been subjected to numerous regulations
designed to protect fish stocks, and individual fishermen
have accommodated to these regulations. The introduction,
of a new ricencing system, Do matter how beneficiar it may

appear in the J.ong run, introduces an element of uncertain-
ty. That is, it raises the question of how the "new rules
of the game" would affect them and how they wirl adjust to
them. rn this regard, the concrusions registered by fisher-
men and fisheries managers must be given careful considera-
tion.

4.5.1 Monopolístic Control

A concern has been registered that an individual transfera-
ble quota licencing system would permit a few individuals to
gain a major share of a fisheries annual arrowable harvest.
As a conseguence, there is a fear that other fishermen would

become indentured to a corporate entity in a manner simirar

l
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to that which is said to have occured between fishermen and

fish buyers, prior to the advent of the Freshwater Fish Mar-
keting corporation. To the extenL that the present struc-
ture of the fish harvesting level of the fishing industry
may be described as destructive competition, the transition
to a monoporistic structure may appear remote. Neverthe-
fess, íf there is a danger of a high lever of concentration
( ie control of a large share of the annual harvest by a few

persons), regulations governing limits to the quasi property
rights confered in the licencing system should be given
careful consideration.

sion.
This is a topic for further discus-

4.5.2 Liabilitv for a Reduction in the Ànnuar Harvest
The liability placed on a fisheries management agency in the
event of a decline in fish stocks, having conferred specific
quota shares to individuat fishermen, has also been regis-
tered as a concern. In the event of a catastrophic loss in
fish stocks, wourd the management agency be riabte for com-

pensation for such rosses to fishermen2 lt should be

stressed that an individual transferable quota licencing
system cannot be expected to eriminate arl risk to the fish-
ing industry. certainly, the logging industry is confronted
by the risk of a forest fire. simirarly, the farming indus-
try is confronted by rosses resur-ting from drought. Thus,

while the proposed licencing system cannot be expected to
eliminate the risk of a loss of fish due to natural causes,

Æ
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it v¡i11 al-so reduce the risk of economic r_oss by permitting
the industry to adjust to changing markets, costs and tech_
nolcgy.

Given the regal implications of riability however,
it is suggested that individual quota shares should be as-
signed as a percentage of the annual alrowabre harvest of
individual quota spec ies rather than a spec i f ic vor_ume of
production. Thus, in the event of a naturar disaster, fish-
ermen woul-d still retain a share of the avaitable harvest.
rt might also be possible to establish the annual alLowable
harvest at a level which wourd provide a fair degree of
buffering capacity. In this regard, surplus harvests in any
particular year might be auctioned off. This would provide
the basis for establishing a royalty on fish harvests.

4 .5. 3 Allocat ion of Ouota Shares

The question of how quota shares would be allocated among

existing fishermen has been raised. where non-transferable
quotas currentry exist, the answer is quite straight for_
ward. Non-transferable guotas for specified quota species
could be simply converted to transferabLe quotas for a share
of the annuar harvest of quota species. rn the event that
no quota shares exist, individuar transferable quota shares
may be calculated as a percentage of historic annuar produc-
tion.
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4.5.4 Àllocation of New Ouota Shares

rnterest has also been expressed how a system of individual
Lransferabl-e guotas might be adjusted over time to accommo-

date increased demand for utilized species resulting from

nevr technology and/or markets. At least two options for fu-
ture consideration appear feasible. First r euota shares

could be granted to existing fishermen based on a percentage

of historic production. second, following the precedence

set in the management of other public resources,

shares couLd be auctioned off to the highest bidder.

4.5.5 Extractinq a Resource Rent

The ability to charge the commercial fishing industry a

price for the fish it harvests, when the industry cannot

currentry cover the owning and operating costs has al-so been

seriousry called into question. Notwithstanding the obser-
vation that the industry is not currentJ.y generating any

rent, fail-ure to initiate a pricing system immediately wourd

permit the industry to capitalize super profits into its as-
sets as they emerge. Thus it is suggested that a nominal

price, based on a percentage of the randed varue of quota

species, be considered. More significantry, quotas shourd

be transfered only with the understanding of the new guota

horder that an increased percentage of the randed varue wilt
be charged commencing at the time of a quota transfer. This
would reduce the possibility of "wind fall" gains and eroded

rents. The question of the appropriate price to charge,

might be analyzed by the model presented in this study.

quota
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4.5.6 Market Control of the Harvest

Finally, it has been noted Lhat fisheries harvests are con-

trol-l-ed, unlike a milk marketing board or an egg marketing

board, oñ the basis of the biological production capacity of

the resource rather than on the extent of the market. Thus,

there is an implicit assumption that the rnarket will always

absorb fisheries production at current prices. This is not

always true. For example, in the event of a market decline,
there is a danger of harvesting too many fish which can

clear the market only at a reduced price and a loss in total
revenue. Conversely, depending on the eLasticity of demand

(ie the degree of responsiveness of the quantity of a good

demanded to changes in market price), it might be possible

to generate a greater total revenue by selling a smaller
volume of fisheries production at a higher price. Thus the

question has been raised whether managing the annual harvest

on the basis of market criteria rather than biological cri-
teria might be a more appropriate strategy. From this per-

spective, wiIl the issuance of individual transferable quo-

tas constrain a market approach to regulating annual

harvests? Further, would a reduction in the annual harvest

to take advantage of market forces require subsidy payments

to affected fishermen?

In responding to the first guestion, it should be

noted that the marketing structure that currently exists in

Manitoba cannot limit the volume of fish harvested. The
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Freshwater Fish Marketing corporation is tegisratively re-
quired to purchase all fish offered for sal-e and cannot cur-
tail output in the manner of an egg or milk marketing board.

Further, while the Freshwater Fish Marketing corporations is
confronted by inelastic demands for certain species at cer-
tain times of the year, it must compete for the balance of

the year on international markets with identical_ fish pro-

duced in ontario and with alternative fish products produced

in the Àtlantic the Pacific and the rest of the world. In

this case, the Freshwater Fish Marketing Board is a price
taker. Thus, notwithstanding the opportunities to exploit
markets, by restricting ouptut, this option does not cur-
rently appear to exist. Of egual importance, it should be

noted that the issuance of individual transferable guotas

wirl not necessarily resurt in increased production that
woul-d disrupt existing market leverage. Rather, the pro-

posed licencing system will simply place the existing vol_ume

of production under a different system of control. In this
instance, production and existing markets may be regarded as

a given. This does not negate the relevance of controlling
production in accordance with market factors. Certainly,
these factors should be given careful consideration when the

developmeni of new fisheries and/or the subsidization of in-
creased harvests

plated.

from existing fisheries is being contem-

i
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ReferrinE to the second guest ion, it is doubtful
whether a system of individual transferable quotas would

confer any more cf a liabirity on a management agency to
guarantee a given ]eveL of producticn than the system cur-
rently in pIace. To the extent that individual quotas con-

fer quasi property rights to a share of the annual harvest,
quotas coul-d be ad justed downwards in a manner simi lar to
that which might occur through a catastrophic decrine in
fish stocks. Further, to the extent that total revenues

might be increased by a reduction in the total harvesL,
fishermen courd benefit with high prices per unit of produc-

tion and, perhaps, lower total operating costs. RegardJ.ess,

this is a legaJ--political consideration which cannot readily
be answered in this study.
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GRANTS LOÀNS ÀND SUBSIDIES TO FISHERMEN
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1 ) Manitoba ÀgriculturaL Credit Corporation

2) Fisheries Improvement Loans - Fisheries
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and

Oceans

3) Vessel Subsidy Program - Fisheries and Oceans

4) Ice Chilling Àssistance Program - Fisheries and

Oc ean s

5) Special ÀRDA

6) DREE Facility Improvement Grants

7) LIP Grants Construction of on shore facilities
B) Industrial Development Bank

9) Communities Economic Development Fund

1 0) Manitoba Development Corporation

1 1 ) Northern Fi sherman' s Freight All-owance

12) Canada Manpower Industrial Training program

13) Co-operative Loans and Loan Guarantee Board
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Commercial Fisherv

A commercial fishery
the primary function of the

sale of f i sh for prof i t .

Commercial Operator

126

fishery, in which

is the capture and

refers to a

participants

A commercial operator refers to a l-icensed comme

cial fishermen who has helpers or other fishermen worki

for him.

Common-property

The term common-property refers to resources that
are not privately owned but are owned by everyone. In this
study a common-property resource refers to the fisheries re-
sources of Manitoba, owned in common but are exploited under

conditions of individualistic competition.

Fisheries Rationalization

r-
ng

Fisheries rationalization refers
tion of government policies and regulat

management of fisheries resources. The

zation is to attain greater economic ef

benefits from fisheries resources.

to the reorgan íza-

ions that af fect the

object of rationali-
ficiency and optimum



limited Entry

The terrn limited entry refers
ery where the entry of commercial fi
is regulated or restricted. In this
also synonymous with restricted entry

Market

127

to a commercial fish-
shermen to the fishery
study limited entry is

refers to a commercial outlet
achieved through trade as de-for f ish

termi ned

In this study¡ ffiêrket

commodities that are

by supply and demand.

Maximum Sustainable Yield

The maximum sustainabre yierd (¡¿sv) refers to the

largest annual catch of fish that can be sustaíned without
harming the reproductive abirity of the stock (Roedel 1975).

Morphoedaphic Index

The morphoedaphic index (unr ) is a measure of the

capability of a lake to produce fish. The MEI is obtained
by measuring the mean depth of a lake and expressing it
against the measured amount of totar dissolved solids in the
water. The MEr may then be used to determine the total
amount of fish biomass produced per acre per year.
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Open Àccess

In this study open access refers to a commerciar

fishery where there are no restrictions or controls regulat-
ing entrance to the fishery that is everyone who wishes to
fish can do so.

Overcapitalization

overcapitalization describes a process that results
in an excessive use of capital in comparison to what is re-
quired to produce the same level of output using ress capi-
tal. This phenomenon has been referred to as "capital
stuff ing" .

Resource

À resource may be defined

meets a need now or in the future.
AS any commodity that

ned as a

pr oduc t i
resource )
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return

on ( ie

have

Resource Rent

A resource

to the resource a

labour and capital-

been paid.

rent may

fter al-1

engaged i

be broadly defi
other factors of

n harvesting the



Royaltv

A royalty (e

tion or share of the

to the owner ( in thi
resource.

.9. tax on f i sh

proceeds from

s case society)
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landings) is a compensa-

f isheries resources paid

for the right to use the


